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Abstract 

Due to escalation in complexity, capability and application, robot design is increasingly 
difficult. A design environment can automate many design tasks and relieve the 
designer’s burden. Prior to robot development. designers usually compose a robot from 
existing or custom developed components, simulate performance, optimize 
configuration and parameters, and write software for the robot. Robot designers 
customize these facets to the robot using a variety of software tools ranging from 
spreadsheets to C code to CAD tools. Valuable resoiirces are expended. and very little 
of this expertise and development is reusable. This research begins with the premise 
that a language to comprehensively represent robots is lacking and that the 
aforementioned design tasks can be automated once such a language exists. This 
research proposes and demonstrates the following thesis: 
“A ltrngunge fo represent robotx, along wirh n frtiniework to generole sirniilarioris, 
optimize desigrzs arid generare confro1 software, iiicrerises flre effecliveriess of dzsigii. ‘I 

Synergy is the software developed in this research to reflect this philosophy. Synergy 
was prototyped and demonstrated in the context of lunar rover dcsign. a challenging 
real-world problem with multiple requirements and a broad design space. Synergy was 
used to automatically optimize robot parameters and select parts to generate effective 
designs, while meeting constraints of the embedded components and sub-systems. The 
designs so generated are superior in performance and consistency when compared to 
designs by teams of designers using the same knowledge. Using a single representation, 
multiple designs are generated for four distinct lunar exploration objectives. Synergy 
uses the same representation to auto-generate landing siniulations and simultaneously 
generate control software for the landing. 
Synergy consists of four software agents. A database and spreadsheet agent compiles 
the design and component information, generating component interconnections and 
ensuring consistency of types, physical units and constraints. A simulation agent 
generates comprehensive dynamic simulations fusing several uni-dimensional agents. 
An  optimization agent executes rules embedded in the design, finds roots for [he 
implicitly interconnected design and searches the pararnerer and component space 
using a genetic algorithm. A control software generator learns a generalized “neural- 
net” controller using [he simulation for feedback and a genetic algorithm to guide thc 
search. 
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Chapter 1 

In trod uction 

As robots become more complex, the development tasks of understanding engineering 
relationships, finding suitable designs and analyzing them becomes increasingly 
unwieldy. The rapid expansion of robotic capability and application calls for software 
that can assist designers. Many design tasks are well suited for automation in a design 
environment. These tasks include system-level analysis, simulation, optimization and 
generation of control software. A language to represent robot design is central to such 
a design environment. This thesis creates such a language and implements a framework 
of supporting agents to demonstrate several ways in which robot design can be 
facilitated. This language and framework are named Synergy. 

Tltc GIussu~y btcludes defirtiriotis of terms used iit this thesis. The wnder is requested to refer to the 
Glossufy before readirrg the thesis 10 see the specific wzys in which soine ~ o i i ~ i n o n  teriiis ore used. 

Thesis Statement 
Central to a successful design environment is a language that represents robot design. 
The implementation of such a language would actively support design. The purpose of 
this research is to understand the nature and formulation of a robot design environment 
that will relieve designers of cumbersome tasks that demand vast knowledge. perfect 
memory and intensive effort. The outcome is an implemented language and framework. 
with demonstrations of its use. This research motivates. distinguishes, demonstrates 
and inquires into the implications of the following thesis: 
“A innguage tu represent robots, along wirh a frmnewoA ro generaxe siiiruinriaii.s, 
optimize designs nnd generute controi sofnvare, increases the effectivemss of deesigrr. ’’ 
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Introduction 

Motivation 
Robot complexity and capability are rapidly increasing, fuelled by advances such as the 
geometric growth of electronic capability. Because robots are designed for so many 
different applications, robots do not share a common architecture. The diversity of 
robot applications and functionalities in fact, has meant that designs defy the patterns 
and recipes that facilitate development of more mature artifacts. Robot design is a 
difficult task because it requires attention to a number of engineering dimensions (e.g. 
mechanical, electronic and thermal) and because tight dimensional coupling is required 
to effect robot function. This extreme level of integration, coupled with diverse 
architectures, stretches even experienced designers and design teams during the 
development process. Consequently robot development is drawn and inefficient. 
Additionally, robot development frequently results in flawed design. often requiring 
several iterations of prototyping. 
Prototyping robots is usually expensive: hence, careful robot design prior to fabrication 
is essential. Synergy, a union of software agents that facilitate robot design by 
automating several design tasks, is a response to the need for careful design. These 
agents track constraints, analyze and simulate emerging robot design, search the design 
space to find optimal designs, assist software development, prototype integration and 
communicate design and expertise across the design stages and across design cycles. 
Language is the base from which design is represented, understood and manipulated. 
Language allows various designers and design agents to communicate design and 
expertise. A language for design should knit designers and agents together in order to 
comprehensively represent the robot. Existing languages do not represent robots 
generally and comprehensively. Creating a language to comprehensively represent the 
robot and provide the necessary information to automate the identified tasks is then key 
to Synergy. 
To understand and evaluate diverse design options, a quantitative prediction of robot 
performance is needed. Since robot performance is determined by its ability to perceive 
its environment and react to it, dynamic simulations are needed to evaluate designs and 
predict robot performance. Due to the tight coupling of engineering dimensions in a 
robot's function, such a simulation must be comprehcnsive. spanning several 
dimensions. 
Robots, composed of dozens of components each with multiple choices, lead to a 
design space with millions of configurations and a vast parameter hyperspace in which 
to search. An optimization agent is needed to assist the designer systematically search 
for effective designs. Such an agent would be able to refine parameter sizing and make 
configuration choices to maximize a designer-defined goal. 
A robot uses control software to generate desired behavior from a perceived world and 
statc; hcnce, control software is integral to robot performance and part of a realistic 
robot simulation. However, writing such control software can cost significant resources 
and time. Since the search for effective designs can include widely differing designs. 
the ability to auto-generate both simulations and control software is esscntial in  order 
to enable multiple designs to be evaluated without consuming \ x t  i-esoui-ces. 
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full system 

Concept level 

These observations motivated this research and had an ongoing effect on it. A software 
environment is needed to assist in robot design, with the goal of being broadly 
applicable to robots and of lowering the effort and expertise required of a designer, This 
thesis discusses “Synergy”, a unified design environment developed in this research to 
assist in robot design. Synergy has been named to reflect the strong interdependence of 
its agents. Aspects of Synergy emphasized in this research are: a language to describe 
robot design, demonstrations of automating simulation and optimization to evolve 
robot design, and auto-generation of control software for evaluating robot design. 

- System comprehensiveness single component 

Detailed physics level 

__ 

Background 
Existing general robot design environments lack the dimensionality to 
comprehensively represent robot designs. While there are effective design 
environments for mature commercial products like VLSI chips, the existing tools do not 
meet the needs of robot complexity and diversity. Hence Synergy was created to go 
above and beyond any of the existing tools. No general environment exists that claims 
to represent general robot designs and to provide support such as simulation, 
optimization and software generation. Existing simulation and analysis tools are either 
uni-dimensional or static in nature. While current optimization software is mature, i t  is 
not interfaced to effectively assist in robot design. Current research lacks an effective 
general approach to generating control software specific to any robot. Chapter 2 
provides a background and overview of existing design environments and supporting 
agents. 
Current languages can either encode a specific design space (e.g. automobiles), encode 
the entire robot at a conceptual level or reflect a subset of the physical dimensions (eg .  
ProE). Existing design methods and tools either analyze a complete system at a 
conceptual level or a single component in detail. Alternately. specialized tools either 
model a specific dimension of machines (e.g. electronic circuit) or synthesize artifacts 
with well-defined structure and history (e.g. manipulators). 

Domain of existing general tools 
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ignore mechatronic phenomena not important for that application. These include design 
tools or environments for commercial aircraft, VLSI chips, PCB layout, climate-control 
systems, and manipulators. Even these highly specialized tools often segregate the 
analysis of different dimensions. For example. chip design tools perform thermal 
analysis assuming worst-case, static heat loads created by electronic transistors, and 
hence ignore dynamic interactions with the electronic dimension. Such an approach is 
ineffective for advanced robots that push the performance envelope by depending on 
software, rather than the electromechanism itself, for safety. 
Support agents for existing design environments concentrate on specific design spaces 
and are hence restricted. For example, simulations either perform static analysis or 
disallow certain behavioral dimensions, such as change of mass. Agents that support 
software development impose a certain architecture on the software or do not help 
create critical control software, thus turning this task into a long project. Table 1-1 
compares the properties of existing robot design environments and Synergy. 

Table 1-1: Robo-centrically comparing Synergy with representative design environments 
A general robot design environment may not have been developed partly due to 
insufficient maturity in analysis techniques, search methods, information technology 
and computing resources. Factors that enable the design environment include 
understanding the design of important mechatronic issues and engineering modeling 
techniques. field experience in building capable mechatronic systems and high 
performance computing. These factors are maturing and set the stage for Synergy. 

scope 
This research formulates and prototypes an initial example of Synergy and 
demonstrates its use in robot design. New methods are formulated and implemented as 
needed. while relying on existing techniques and software wherever possible. These 
include research on developing a comprehensive design language that will also be 
useful and supportive of the agents for simulation, optimization and control software 
generation. The simulation module has been developed to an extcnt that i t  shows the 
fusion of multiple dimensions and demonstrates its flexibility in being able to add more 
dimcnsions as needed. The optimization moduie has been created to be general and 
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effective in searching through highly nonlinear (even discontinuous) problem spaces 
with both continuous and discrete valued topological variables. The software 
generation module generates control software to enable the robot to exhibit designer- 
defined behaviors. Other areas of “higher-level” robot software generation are not 
addressed, partly because significant research already exists for generating software in 
these other areas. 
The demonstrations occur within the domain of lunar exploration robots. The primary 
research objective is to demonstrate through its implementation software for general 
robot design. Additionally this research implements components and modules with 
sufficient comprehension and fidelity to support design processes, and in paticular to 
contribute and add relevance to the identified application context (Lunar Rover 
Initiative[Katragadda94C]). Its application to the Lunar Rover Initiative reveals uses and 
limitations, while ensuring that Synergy will be generally applicable to many facets of 
a realistic robot design process. Throughout the research and development process, the 
ideas and software cre.ated are tested and applied to the Lunar Rover Initiative. The 
scope of the design data and knowledge-base is sufficient to enable this application. 
The research exploits ideas of design theory and methodology, modeling methodology, 
optimization and software engineering. Specific tools for dynamic simulation, graphics 
and electronic simulation have been used to instantiate the framework. Four major tasks 
define the research scope: 

* Create and implement a robot design language, keeping in mind the various needs of 
the designer and supporting software agents. The language is not complete in 
representing all possible robot information but has implemented features that allow new 
constructs to be added as needed and communicated to the various software agents 
assisting in the design process. 
Develop the modeling environment to automatically gcnerate robot models from the 
design and to generate a dynamic simulation. The simulation module is severely 
restricted in scope severely due to the resources needed to implement all the possible 
dimensions. On the other hand the simulation takes advantage of advances in 
simulation technology in mainstream dynamic simulators. The simulation models at 
least three dimensions (mechanical, electronic and resource tracking), demonstrating an 
approach to adding other dimensions. Dimensions that are not simulated include 
thermal and programmatic (cost, reliability, schedule, personnel). The general resource 
tracking agent is used to create budgets and acts as a baseline agent for the missing 
dimensions. 
Develop a general optimization module to search the design space and identify optimal 
design(s) within the given constraints guided by a designer-specified objective 
function. This module interfaces with the design environment so that it can be used for 
both configuration selection and parameter sizing. Geometric configuration and 
innovation are not addressed at this point, although their extensions are formulated. 
Develop software generation algorithms to meet a designer specified goal or behavior. 
A new approach is formulated and demonstrated in a rudimentaq implementation. - Discover and investigate the uses and limitiltlons or this implementation and Synergy’s 
approach by creating lunar rover designs with this software. 
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Certain implicit assumptions restrict the research scope and implementation. Robots are 
approximated as interconnected, rigid bodies. The implementation is focussed on 
electromechanical robots. Other dimensions (including biological) are outside the 
scope of this research, while extensions like hydraulic power, though representable. are 
not implemented. Finally, it is assumed that Synergy will be used in circumstances 
where the process of cognitive understanding of robot design and evaluation is cheaper 
than the cost of prototyping and deploying the robot; otherwise, the uscfulness of this 
thesis is marginal. 

Approach 
The approach of this research is to prototype a robot design language and supporting 
framework, apply it to the lunar rover design problem, discover vital attributes of a 
robot design environment through generalization, incrementally implement these 
attributes and demonstrate their use. 
The language to represent robots is formulated as a general grammar that can be used 
to represent any robot. Language to represent robot design incorporates several 
properties to effectively assist design: 
Robot behavior results from strong interaction between robot components and the 
environment across multiple dimensions, including mechanical, electronic and control 
software. Hence the design language needs to be comprehensive both i n  representing 
the entire robot and in ensuring that component properties in these dimensions are 
captured. 
Flexibility and rapid reconfigurability are also needed as existing robots have no well- 
defined structure or function-form mapping. 

* The capture and systematization of design expertise that will enable faster design cycles 
of increasingly complex designs must be facilitated in order to build upon established 
building blocks. - The quantification of system-level relationships must be enabled to include tracking 
component/subsystem level constraints and performance margins. - To minimize the burden of communication among the design team, a common robot 
representation of the design must provide the necessary information to the modules that 
perform design optimization and rover simulation as well as generation and integration 
of control software. 
The design representation must also enable capture of multiple constraints of 
component engineering in addition to environmental and designer-imposed rules. 
Engineering constraints are imposed by features or limitations of components like 
number of motor revolutions or temperature limits. Environmental constraints are 
determined by the robot's mission or task, for example, total distance travelled or 
terrain roughness. Designer-imposed rules result from experience or condensed 
analysis; examples include the maximum contact pressure between robot and soil or 
required motor torque as a function of robot mass. Additional constraints arise from 
considerations of ensuring minimal system bottlenecks. safety. impedance matchmg, 
observability and controllability. 
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Automated simulation can be generated by merging existing uni-dimensional dynamic 
simulation algorithms at each step using the robot representation as a "blackboard". 
This research unifies uni-dimensional simulations into a coherent, comprehensive 
whole. Existing simulation modules serve as agents that interact with the unified 
simulation at every time step. This architecture allows direct use of highly developed, 
state-of-the-art, uni-dimensional simulators like Coriolis for mechanical simulation and 
SPICE for electronic simulation. 
Approaches to optimization exist that match the needs of robot design that can be 
adapted directly to finding and optimizing satisficing designs. One such optimization 
algorithm is chosen and coded to incorporate robot design attributes like discrete valued 
variables and highly nonlinear function mapping. 
To generate controllers, a learning algorithm is formulated by representing a general 
function as a fully-connected network of inputhiddenloutput nodes (similar to neural 
nets) and loosely casting the problem of generating a desired behavior as an optimal 
control problem. The controller is found by searching the space of network weights. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

Rudimentary techniques for designing, simulating and optimizing robots as well as 
generating software have evolved into accepted. though disjoint use in robot 
development. The stage has been set for improving these tools and fusing them into a 
comprehensive software environment for robot design. However certain gaps prevent 
the creation of such an environment. Still needed are a language to comprehensively 
represent robot design, a framework to unify design software and automated generation 
of control software for design evaluation. 

Environments for Robot Design 
A robot design environment is software that enable the designer to compose, evaluate, 
optimize, and integrate hardware and software into functional robots. 

Current developments in robot design software exhibit some properties of the ideal. 
One example is ViperIHobbs951, an automated wheeled rover configuration environment 
for planetary explorers. This software sizes wheels and motors given payload and soil 
terrain conditions. It automatically generates simulations. driving off the lander and 
generating power profiles for driving and steering. Configuration decisions like 
switching from four to six wheels are triggered by heuristics. However, Viper can only 
be used for wheeled planetary explorers and does not capture models of various 
components in power and communication technologies. 
Extensive application of manipulators has motivated extensive research into design 
software. One such environment assists designers of reconfigurable modular 
manipulators in the process from configuration to functioning prototypes. This 
environment generates a design from a task desci-iption[~,~orn~\.Bj], cumposes task 
control software from an iconic description (Onika[Gzrtr~] and auto-configures control 
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code[Stewart93] to shield the designer from having to rewrite code to adapt to changes in 
manipulator configuration. This environment enables a working prototype to be 
developed less than one day after task specification. However. this environment can be 
fully used only for a narrow domain of robots, namely rigid linked, modular 
manipulators with predefined interfaces. 

General Robot Design Software 

The design ,environments for most robots are assembled from CAD packages, 
simulators, spreadsheets [ExcelY51[Wolfram97], schedulers [MSProject95] and compiled 
languages[Prata92]. Such implementations are created for sizing component parameters, 
tracking progress and making decisions. Extensive research is emerging to formalize 
and parameterize robot functionalities like navigation[Kelly95], locomotion [Apostol97], 
system engineering[Coulter5'4] and machine elementsIKannapon891. Existing design 
software cannot use this research without re-coding it; in addition, dcsign environments 
for robots are usually custom developed and as a result slow down the design team, 
inhibiting transfer and reuse of expertise. 

Comprehensive Design Environments 

Successful design environments exhibit a number of qualities: to represent the entire 
design in software, to create simulations. to assist in optimization and to support 
integration of hardwarekoftware. However, the specific nature of existing 
environments, significant use of custom analysis and simulation, high costs ($billions) 
and millions of man years of history preclude the adaptation of the underlying software 
or techniques. Example environments include those used for cars and planes[Furritur96]. 
A new generation of resource-effective design environments is beginning to emerge. A 
spacecraft project design center[JPLY7] allows design teams to specify problems and 
investigate solutions as well as to configure, simulate and generate development 
programs of entire spacecraft missions in a few days. This efficacy is made possible by 
drawing on NASA's extensive aerospace database, a well-defined design process and 
integrated software that makes use of it. However, this environment is specific to 
spacecraft and has been created for use in a regulation-driven development 
environment with extensive development resources. The following example illustrates 
how an effective design environment affects a competitive and short development 
cycle, similar to the challenge roboticists face. 

VLSI Chip Design 

Eighteen months from its conception, the second prototype iteration of UltraSparc, a 
166 MHZ, 3.7 million transistor was released. Its first iteration had booted up UNIX on 
the first attempt[Boddu95]. Such remarkable chip design results are due to advanced 
design software. Using this software today, VLSI chip designers verify their concepts 
using block[SESY4] and architectural simulators[SUNY4]. The chip functions are then 
described in a high level language - Verilog[Cadl.mg94] or VHDL. Simu~ators[C~dSim93] 
validate and optimize the functionality, while verifying constraints[viewLogicY4] for 
timing delay, heat, etc. A synthesizer[SynopsisY4] generates a net-list which is then 
transrormed into chip design by a layout tool and manufacturer-~pecific[T194] rule 
databases. The resulting prototype is tcsted for functionality by automated test 
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software[Sunrise94], is benchmarked for performance and functionality and is iterated, 
usually once. 
VLSI chips differ from robots significantly by being mostly uni-dimensional in 
electronics and being composed of a small set of similarly sized components. Hence, 
approaches such as using arrays to represent the design. using rule databases to generate 
simulations and checking design validity are less applicable to robots. 

Existing initiatives in robot design software are application specific and incomplete. No 
comprehensive general design environment for robots has been developed. Existing 
robot design software cannot be unified into a design environment due to its narrow 
focus or robot specificity. The open agenda is to create software that unifies functions 
vital to designers and is general enough to enable robot design. 

ShortIalls in Robot Design Environments 

languages to Represent Robot Design 
A design language consists a vocabulary and grammar of constructs so that robot design 
knowledge and problems are completely represented, enabling access to and inference 
from the encoded knowledge body by the design team and software agents alike. A 
design represented in such a language can be used as a unified resource for expertise 
transfer and evolution of design. It must also represent the entire robot modularly and 
flexibly. Current languages used for robots enable representation of only uni- 
dimensional properties with rudimentary interconnections. Design theory suggests 
several facets for representing complex machines like robots as well as a methodology 
for using such representations to facilitate problem solving. 

Roboticists have traditionally made use of existing machine representation languages 
for designing robots. Solid model CAD (e.g. ProE(~rc971. IDEAS[SDRC971) software is 
commonly used for mechanism design. These designs are represented as an assembly 
of parametric models with embedded manufacturing and material information. PCB 
CAD layout(PADS97J tools are used to design the electronics and interconnections. 
Spreadsheets are used to capture parametric relationships and to track design. 
Simulation software extends the CAD representations by querying the designer for 
additional needed information: e.g. Finite Element Analysis modules[AlgoN7] asks for 
structural boundary conditions, while Telegrip[Deneb97] has facilities to incorporate 
geometric environments, information on sensing and control. However this information 
is not readily visible. accessible or usable by designers or other software. Although 
many robot CAD designs do exist, they do not embed robotkomponent functionality, 
and are thus ineffective for reuse in robot development. 

Current Robot Design Languages 

Theory of Representing and Communicating Design 

Knowledge can be encoded through natural language, mathematics, rules, semantic 
networks, data (databases. design examples) and algorithms. Research in design theory 
identifies and rationalizes several properties of an effective design language and 
implementation for complex design problems. Shared memory can act as il group 
resource and communication medium to support design as a social negotiation and 
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reconciliation process between several domains of knowledge and expertise. Since 
design involves several agents (human and machine), well-defined interfaces mitigate 
the understanding required by one agent of another’s domain. Databases are used to 
effectively capture and retrieve design information effectively in areas like structural 
engineering and mechanical CAD. Proposed adoption of object oriented relational 
databases will enable properties of flexible representation and fast retrieval of multi- 
modal (text, image. models, algorithmic) information. These features, though important 
to robot design. have not been implemented in a single language or framework. 

Problem Solving Frameworks 

Robot design is a problem involving multiple sources and domains of knowledge. 
Problem solving frameworks propose a structure for integrating the represented 
problem, knowledge, control mechanisms and the designers into a coherent 
environment. Such frameworks include production systems, frames. structured design 
systems (like IDEAS, CATIA) and agent-based frameworks. Among these. agent-based 
frameworks, like the blackboard metaphor, provide facilities for the clean interaction of 
multiple knowledge sources. Newell proposed a set of experts (agents) solving a mutual 
problem by contributing to a blackboard and using it as the sole feedback device for 
understanding the thoughts and ideas of other experts. Extensions (e.g. Craig) of this 
metaphor allow for the non-traditional behavior of agents like self-scheduling and 
information deletion. Examples of its use include SHARE[Petrie97] and [Bnya97] which 
allow distributed teams of designers and software agents to co-operatively design 
complex systems. These frameworks have not been implemented for robot design 
problems; most implementations are structured with human agents as the primary 
sources of knowledge and design. 

Absence of Robot Design languages 

None of the existing work has provided a language that can comprehensively represent 
robot design with features that enhance designer effectiveness. This shortfall causes 
multiple, and possibly inconsistent copies of a design to be created for different uses. 
These representations cannot communicate and are incompatible; hcnce, reconciling 
and merging the different parts of the robot design into a whole becomes an unwieldy 
task, requiring that the designer remember many and have the skill to analyze them. 
A language is needed that will represent robots comprehensively and modularly so that 
designs can be modified easily and so that the expertise of the entire design or parts of 
i t  can be carried forward in time. A comprehensive language would enable 
representation, acquisition and retrieval of information about the physical hardware, 
constraints, status of software and complete dynamic state of the robot. Such a language 
would also interface with various software agents that assist in robot design. 

Robot Simulation Software 
A simulation is a computational emulation and/or evaluation of robot behavior. For the 
purposes of robot design, simulations need to be visual to convey perspective to the 
designers, dynamic to predict behavior and accurate and quantitative to enable rational 
comparison, selection and refinement. Robot designers usually create two simulations. 
a preliminary kinematic simulation to verify geometric functionality, and a subsequent 
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custom simulation with higher fidelity to predict selected aspects of robot performance 
to enable refinement, integration of hardware and software. 

General mechanical modeling and simulation environments like TeleGrip and 
RobCadlRobCad] are often used to generate the first visual look at robot operation. They 
sometimes incorporate mechanical modeling and closing sense-plan-actuation loops. 
Capabilities to simulate physical collision, contact and friction transitions are not 
present. Simulators like VeviIPiguet95j can be used to quickly simulate robot kinematics 
and also to enhance remote teleoperation by providing awareness of robot and 
surroundings, for control of diverse tasks like underwater exploration of Antarctica. 
These simulators, however, do not completely model all physical interactions of the 
robot. There is void in dynamic robot simulators in many dimensions like perception 
and thermal fields. 

Custom Robot Simulations 

Preliminary Robot Simulations 

Most robot designers create custom simulations to understand behavior that is not 
modeled by existing simulators. These simulations are hand coded using existing 
libraries[Naher93] and graphicsISENSE8-931 utilities. Usually these simulations are not 
comprehensive, leading to the consistent appearance of unanticipated behaviors in  the 
robot prototype. 
Ambler:[Thom~s90] This simulator modeled the perceive-think-act cycle of walking 
behavior for the Ambler, Mars walker. The perceive module generated (noisy) laser 
range data, based on which the control module made walking decisions, and the 
kinematic module simulated walking behavior. A graphic front end enabled a look into 
the entire process. 
Rnnper:[Kuester95] The Space Systems Lab, Maryland, i s  building a manipulator for a 
space station servicing experiment. Besides using underwater analogs, a dynamic 
simulator generates behavior in free space. A user-controlled control module closes the 
actuation loop, generating visuals and metrics of expected performance. This simulator 
is used to design control strategies for desired tasks, to train operators, and for 
marketing. 
Planetary robots like the unmanned ground vehicle[Heberr96]. Ratler[Kxragadda951 and 
Nomad[Murphy97] model four wheeled rovers as a single rigid body to generate metrics 
of expected behavior. for use in local navigation loops, to evaluate the suitability of the 
sensor configuration and to optimize parameters for the same. Dante-11, a volcano 
walker. relied on a kinematic stick simulation[Katra~addn94A] of walking behavior to 
envision walking strategies and to select between two configurations. 
Autonomous excavation research used a kinematic simulator[Haffrnan94] that 
incorporated true 3D geometric models of terrain integrated with a laser scanner model, 
visualization and testing control software. 
These simulators have proved useful and even vital in the robot development process. 
However, significant engineering and programming expertise were required to code 
thesc simulators, which are customized and do nor generalize to other robots. In  
addition, the small resources available for robot developments forces these simulators 
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to be limited and incomplete in scope, leading to unmodeled behavior which is often 
visible as a flaw in prototypes. 

Current modeling techniques analyze a system as an interconnected collection of parts, 
where the behavior of each part is usually derived from physical principles or 
component data. These numerical analysis methods are fast replacing past approaches 
of closed form analytic techniques. One extreme is the finite elements approach, which 
breaks down a continuum into a large number of small elements with well understood 
behavior. The other extreme is using simplified heuristics that estimate robot behavior 
from configuration (e.g. predict locomotion power consumption based on wheel 
geometry and soil parameters). A set of intermediate techniques are evolving which use 
models of larger aggregations and components with well known properties; examples 
include rigid bodies, circuit elements and actuators. These techniques are accurate and 
the most promising approach to creating dynamic simulations of complex devices, from 
configuration to detailed design. They have yet to be evolved into a comprehensive 
simulator for robotic devices. 

Component based Dynamic Simulators 

Modeling and Simulation Technology 

Dynamic simulators emulate and chart robot behavior as a function of time, taking into 
account varying environments and past state of the robot. Dynamic simulators are 
evolving from automated generation of equations to purely numerical forms. Popular 
mechanism simulators like Adams[MDI97] generate dynamics equations[Kane85], where 
these equations depend on the changing constraints (e.g. a different set of equations has 
to be generated for the same robot with three wheels on the ground vs. four wheels on 
the ground). Similar approaches also exist for other dimensions, but all are restricted in 
their use. 
Purely numerical simulators treat the components, constraints and machine state as a 
series of linear programming problems. These include Coriolis[Bmft94]. a simulator for 
mechanisms of interconnected rigid bodies, and SPICE[Nagel75], a simulator for circuits 
of interconnected components. Similar approaches have been developed for other 
dimensions like thermal analysis[Thoma80]. Since all relationships are treated 
numerically, these approaches allow reconfiguration in real-time and are the most 
flexible for use in robot simulation. However, the sum of these disconnected simulators 
does not create a comprehensive robot simulation due to strong, transient physical 
interactions among these dimensions. 

The finite element approach enables the detailed, accurate analysis of component and 
assembly behavior. Domains of analysis include structural, ff uid, thermal, acoustic. 
magnetic, and electrostatic fields. FEA packages are interfaced with CAD models to 
analyze (usually) a static set of load cases and verify the design assumptions and 
constraints. Current E A  software includes Algor[Algo1971, which unifies structural. 
aerodynamic, thermal and electromagnetic dimensions, allowing analysis of highly 
integrated electromechanisms like motors or micromachined devices. Other software 
like h’ASTRAN[MSC97] is used for very complex objects like entire airframes and 
AKSk’SIANSYS971 is a medium scale package with applications in acoustic materials to 

Finite Element Analysis 
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flow of water in plumbing fixtures. Due to finite computing, memory and numerical ill- 
conditioning, E A  analysis is mostly restricted to use with components rather than 
entire mechanisms and to static boundary conditions rather than dynamic simulations. 
FEA models also need detailed specification. which is available very late in the design 
process. Hence, FEA analysis is not pragmatic for generating dynamic simulation of 
robots. 

Manufacturability Analysis 

Manufacturability analysis evaluates the ease of prototyping and manufacturing a 
device. This enables significant cost saving in a development cycle. Some robot 
development cycles[Sharnah961 have used CAD tools to generate CNC machining 
commands to produce parts, thus verifying the difficulty of their manufacture. Design- 
for-manufacturing environments for machine elements and sheet metal[Bourne92] parts 
plan and verify the manufacturing process during component design itself. Successful 
approaches include concurrent generation of design and manufacturing process, and 
generation of process from design using planning trees. These implementations have 
laid a foundation for future CAD systems that will be able to track process(es) 
concurrently~Cutkosky43] with design by querying databases and "intelligent" 
manufacturing machines. However, these tools can neither encode robots 
comprehensively nor encode the disparate prototyping processes used in  robot 
development, ranging from connector assembly to vacuum forming. 

In summary, existing simulators for robots demonstrate the value of dynamic 
simulation, but are neither generalizable nor comprehensive. Dynamic simulations for 
robots are uni-dimensional (mechanism and electronic) or incomplete and custom built 
for specific robot designs. There is a lack of simulators to predict robot performance 
without significant custom work for a particular design. Static analysis tools enable 
detailed understanding of the robot components at selected performance points i n  
dimensions like material stress, EMF fields and thermal loads. Only limited 
simulation[SILMA89] of robots with well defined structure (like manipulators) has been 
automated. There is no software. static or dynamic, to generate a comprehensive robot 
simulation from its description. 

Robot simulations are not unified 

Optimization Software for Robots 
Optimization is the search of a finite dimensional robot design space to find the best 
candidate to achieve desired performance. Variables include design parameters (e.g. 
wheel diameter, computing power, sensor location), component selection (e.g. 
harmonic vs. planetary gear) and configuration choice (e.g. wheels vs. legs). A few 
optimization tools for configuring specific classes of robots (e.g. manipulators) have 
been developed and used. Unfortunately. most robot development cycles stop at finding 
satisficing design, using simple approaches like generate and test or gradient descent. 
Robots so developed fall short of desired behavior due to perfoi-mance predictions that 
optimization techniques depend on but that are often erroneous. 
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Robot Optimization 

Early robot optimization efforts (e.g. auto-configuration of rnanipulators[Kim92]) used 
prevalent quasi-newton methods. However, due to reasons described below, genetic 
algorithms have emerged as the predominant approach. Some applications are 
geometric configuration of manipulators[Murthy92] that can span a defined reach space, 
geometric design of quasi-static walkers[Roston94] to kinematically traverse a given 1- 
D terrain and geometric design of mobile manipuIators[Leger971. 
Some applications used evolution to sift through vast design spaces and find optimal, 
innovative configurations to perform locomotive tasks. These include modular 
evolution of geometric configurations and gaits of mobile robots to traverse a specified 
terrain[Famto1961, as well as evolution of complex neural net controlled 
mechanisms[Sims94]. This software has not been used to design real world robots due to 
its inability to represent robots completely and due to restrictions of the component set 
that can be used in the design software. 
Robot optimization has so far focussed only on mechanism, mobility and planning; it 
has not ventured into dimensions like sensor configurations, electronics and thermal 
conditioning. This is due to shortfalls in effective simulations in these areas. Also, the 
lack of a single implementation that will assist in all robot design has inhibited the 
enhancement of these algorithms for robot design. The following sections investigate 
optimization technology to identify viable algorithms for robot optimization. 

Optimization Technology 

Optimization software is well developed for a variety of search spaces like linear 
functions with linear constraints, differentiable non-linear functions[Luenberger73] and 
highly-nonlinear(stiff)/discrete valued functions[Greenberg7Il. Usually the domain 
space is constrained both by equality relations and by inequality boundaries. The 
constraints[Fletcher87) are treated by lumping them with the objective function (penalty 
function approach) or by mapping the constrained search space into a constraint-free 
space of lower dimensionality. State of the art includes the Simplex method (linear), 
Karmarker's algorithm (linear), sequential quadratic programming based on quasi 
newton methods (non-linear), dynamic programming (discrete valued) and genetic 
algorithms. 
For variables and functions that are continuous and differentiable with a reasonable 
initial point, a quasi-newton[Broyden67] approach is effective. This approach models the 
function as a parabolic surface of order two, continually updating this model as the 
search progresses from one solution of the parabola to the next. Popular algorithms are 
the BFGS[BFGS], conjugate gradient[Fletcher641 methods for unconstrained spaces and 
SQP[FletcherSS] for constrained spaces. Many robot design problems involve highly 
stiff/discontinuous functions and discrete valued variables, for which these techniques 
are unsuitable. 

General Optimization Algorithms 

General (sometimes less efficient) techniques are used for highly non-linear, 
discontinuous and integer functionals. The general techniques are also used for finding 
satisfactory starting points for (non)-linear problems and for highly stiff problems. 
Algorithms for such functions are dynamic programming (e .g .  Monte Ca1'1o[NcidcrrYS]. 
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A-Star[KorfB7]) and probabilistic search methods ( e g  Genetic Algorithms [GoldbergX9], 
Simulated Annealing). Dynamic programming involves extensively searching a 
discrete space using heuristics to constrain the search. This is rarely useful in robot 
design because most robot design problems have a large number of variables and the 
required computing increases geometrically with the number of variables. Probabilistic 
search requires mapping the space using one or more initial points and generating new 
points based on the fitness pattern that emerges from this mapping. These approaches 
have been used effectively in complex design problems like optimization of the national 
electric grid, pipeline network design and the development of innovative designs for 
gas turbine engines. 

Genetic algorithms use the biological evolution analogy to direct the search. The 
problem is defined as a function to be optimized through variation of a set of 
parameters. The parameters are represented as a finite set of gene bits (called 
chromosomes), where each gene is a bit, real or a probability[Bduja95]. Given a 
generation of chromosomes (called population), the algorithm evaluates the value (the 
fitness) of the functional, assigning weighted survival probability to each chromosome. 
Candidate chromosomes are then statistically selected and bred (crossed-over, mutated) 
to generate the next generation of chromosomes. Each generation is proven to be bettcr 
for non-random functionals. A variety of techniques have been developed to improve 
efficiency[Davis91] and generality for engineering problems. Robot optimizations 
continue to take advantage of these algorithms, with the drawback of the necessity of 
reimplementation for each new application. 

Genetic Algo&m 

Innovation and CreatiVi Enhancement 

This research expands design spaces beyond traditional paramctric variations to include 
configurations that are generated from understanding underlying functionality. 
Although initial results are promising, this research assumes the existence of effective 
design representations, extensive databases to draw on or effective physical simulators 
to predict design behavior. This research is summarized as it will have a significant 
impact on future robot design. It is notable that operators in genetic algorithms have 
demonstrated innovation in areas like writing programs[Koza92], generating music and 
evolving creatures(Sims941. Roboticists rarely take advantage of these methods to find 
innovative designs for widely ranging problems from leg configurations to shape of 
wheel treads. 

Knowledge aoquisition 
Knowledge acts as a database for future innovation[Coyne87] and design activity. Hence 
tools to acquire knowledge of the design domain and its manipulation assume 
significance. Knowledge can be acquired through human entry, querying (human) 
experts. translating from existing sources, learning by observingkanalyzing outcomes of 
predictions and observing a design or analysis process. Examples of 
acquisitions[Rich9I J systems include MOLE (uses human input to acquire and refine), 
and SALT (elicits overall design constraints and local constraints/parameters from 
experts). Knowledge in robot design involves several dimensions; though examplcs 

- 
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exist in traditional areas like mechanical design[Brown83], no single mechanism exists 
that can capture all of it. 

Models of cognitive processes[Coyne88] Iike induction. deduction, abduction and 
generation (based on rules or heuristics) have been applied to generate design (spaces) 
from existing knowledge and guidelines that evaluate product suitability. Some 
techniques that successfully aid these processes include search algorithms (like A-star), 
analysis tools (design evaluator), productiodexpert systems, predicate logic reasoners 
and constraint based explorers. Examples of such innovators include 
MEET[Steinberg92]/SACON (object oriented constraint propagators). PLASHTRAN 
(uses a frame based data driven approach to generate finite element analyses of the 
design) and DOMINIC I (expert systems for V-belt design). Due to the absence of a 
framework for general knowledge in robot design and few mechanisms to apply 
cognitive processes effectively, robot designers have rarely used expert systems. 

Knowledge-based innovation 

Creative system 
These approaches distinguish themselves from innovators[Murthy89] by creating 
knowledge rather than exploring or searching its domain. Usually a manipulator of 
physical principles generates constructs of design primitives or structures. Thcse 
constructs, when associated with information on their use, become knowledge. 
Information on uses is usually generated by physical analysis, and/or human 
classification. Examples of such ~ystem~[MitchellX9] include "novel combination" 
(creates new knowledge by combining and reinterpreting knowledge from several 
domains), EDISON (uses fundamental physics driven by qualitative reasoning based on 
planning/heuristics to generate inventions) and IstPRINCE[Cngan87] (uses 
monotonicity analysis[Choy] on structural equations to search solution space and 
discover parametric designs). Roboticists however do not use these approaches, as a 
kamework to construct and manipulate robot designs is lacking, and so is the 
simulation of underlying physics to guide the search. 

Robot optimization is nascent 

Optimization of the comprehensive robot is rare, and mostly restricted to finding viable 
designs using generate and test approaches. Designers are burdened with casting the 
robot design problem in a computable representation to interface with existing 
optimization methods. The need is for optimization codes and robot representations that 
robot designers can use easily for configuration selection, parameter sizing, innovation 
and geometric placement. 

Generating Robot Control Sofhvare 
Robot software refers to the code that imparts robots with desired perception. 
understanding and behaviors. Control software refers to robot software that commands 
the robot mechanism as a function of sensed world and desired behavior. Traditionally, 
automatic generation frameworks like adaptive controllers and neural nets have been 
used to solve difficult control problems. There is a well cstublished approach to 
controller generation for open loop Lagrangian chains[Kelly98], like manipulators. 
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Approaches to creating planning software[latombe91]. task switching[Brurnitt97] and 
higher level contrO~[Brumitt97][Kodit85] are evolving. However. there is little work in 
automatic generation of control software for general robots that can impart a specified 
behavior by mapping sensor input to actuator output. 

Controller generation 

Controller generation typically involves selecting a model or control law and finding 
parameters that optimize the behavior of the robot for a defined goal. A simulation of 
the robot is used to predict the behavior of the robot for a given set of controller 
parameter values. These robot controllers respond effectively to the size, models and 
noise present in real world engineering problems. Successful research in this area 
includes adaptive controllers[Kodit851[Chen94] for manipulation, neural net[Rosenblatt62) 
error propagation[Rumelhart861 to drive CarS[Pomerleau92][Davis95], gait generation for 
snakes[Dowling98], swimming behaviors for robotic tuna[Bnrrett97], model based 
regression for excavation and Kalman fikers[Maybeck] for optimal tracking. These 
techniques are. however, problem specific or require significant tweaking of the 
parameters. 

Self  Evolving Controllers 

Nascent research in self-evolving controller structures promises to minimize human 
effort in writing controllers. Recently developed approaches select a controller 
architecture (e.g. indexed memory[Moore95], cascade neural nets[Fnhlman90]. orlhogonal 
basis functions or splines), select an initial controller with low complexity, learn 
parameters that generate the best behavior and incrementally add complexity to the 
model until the exhibited behavior is satisfactory. However, a drawback to such 
approaches is the need for ongoing reinforcement[Nechyba95], feedback or a reference 
behavior from which the controller can learn. In other words, these controllers learn by 
mimicking known behavior or by performing local adjustments from fcedback at a 
given point. In the problem of generating controllers for innovative designs with no 
history (e.g. dynamic gait for a 3 legged walker) and only a cumulative reinforcement 
(e.g. how far it walked in 40 sec). these techniques are not applicable. 

Controller generation for novel robots not addressed 

A general approach to controller generation at the design stage would need to 
instantiate a controller without precedent as the design process will often consider 
configurations which .have never been controlled. No approaches to generating 
controllers meet robot behavior goals, where no precedent exists for the control of such 
a robot. Existing adaptive controllers and learning strategies are not applicable because 
significant work is needed to create the controller structure for the problem or 
rcquirernent for output to follow. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

Synergy supports an evolutionary design model, allowing designs to grow from concept 
to detail; additionally, it supports design evaluation from preliminary heuristics. static 
analysis or dynamic simulations. It enables the creation of a robot design, so that the 
desired functionality and objectives match the physical robot. The design is expressed 
as a collection of components, interlinked by parametric relationships, physical 
constraints and software. These relationships join the components into robot hardware 
and software. Robot software is integral to design and in most cases embedded in  
physical components. Synergy also assists the designer in searching through 
configuration and parameter space to find viable and effective robot designs. Synergy 
supports detailed evaluation of design performance by assisting i n  controller generation 
and coupling the controller(s) with the robot for the dynamic simulation. 

Synergy: A Robot Design Environment Prototype 
The robot representation is central to Synergy and is manifested as a “design 
spreadsheet”. The spreadsheet interacts with the designer and the software agents, 
providing interfaces to the design problem input, simulation generator, optimizer and 
controller-generdtor. Figure 3-1 provides an overview of the interactions of the software 
components in Synergy. The spreadsheet integrates these software tools. providing 
interfaces to each tool and enables accesshodification of design information, along 
with facilities to generate designs from heuristics as well as to track and satisfy 
constraints. 
The robot design problem is an expression of design objectives. heuristics and robot 
component database. The simulation generator uses a set of uni-dimensional dynamic 
sirnulation agents to create a comprehensive simulation, where state data fi-om each 
agent flows to all other agents at each time-step through the spreadsheet. The optimizer 
cncodcs the design problem as a string of bits and real numbcrs, employing a genetic 
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Simulation Generator optimize; r~ ’1 1 I C 1 

search in the design space, using the spreadsheet and simulator for evaluating design 
options. The controller generator uses a generalized neural representation, where 
weights are evolved using simulation feedback, incrementally adding nodes until the 
desired behavior is displayed by the controller. 

I 
Controller Generato 

I 

0 Synergy Module 
0 Inout from desianer 

I 

& Software 

t 

Robot Design 

Figure 3-1 : Ovehkv of Synergy 

Robot Design Language and Spreadsheet 
The robot design language is formulated to enable comprehension, extensibility, 
modularity and reconfigurability. This language is manifested in  a design spreadsheet 
that automates many aspects of its specification. The spreadsheet interfaces with the 
designer through a structured grammar, in order to provide ontology and data structures 
used by the supporting software modules and agents. 
Components are the fundamental building blocks of the robot design language. The 
robot is represented as a tree of such components. The tree of components represents a 
designer-chosen breakdown of portable functional sub-systems, like power and 
mobility. Each component encapsulates its engineering information and its 
rclationships with other components. Since a component can refer to other components 
as children, each component can encapsulate a sub-system or an entire robot. 
Components inherit properties from their parents. 
The spreadsheet interfaces with the designer through an object oriented. C-style syntax. 
Using this syntax and user commands, the designer can specify thc design problem, 
query the robot design, setup objective functions, modify the design. perform 
optimization and simulation and generate control software. Synergy’s modules can 
manipulate the spreadsheet similarly through the language syntax or by using direct 
pointer address for efficiency. 
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The following descriptions profile the features, uses and rationale for the entire 
language and spreadsheet. Figure 3-3 provides an overview of the language and a 
taxonomy of its syntax. 

r I I  Design Spreadsheet 

Figure 32: Gveniew of Robot representation and spreadsheet 

Components 

Synergy uses components as the functional and structural units of robot design. These 
are parameterized with respect to functionality to facilitate scaling and optimization. 
Each component has an identifying label, which is automatically augmented with its 
hierarchical ancestry to give it a unique address. A component encodes multi- 
dimensional properties as a collection of mechatronic “elements”. In addition, each 
component can be separately clocked, enables nested calculation iterations. Component 
type(s) are keywords for set grouping. A component inherits several properties from its 
parent which can be overridden by specifying them in the component. 
Components have a tree hierarchy, where each component has a parent and can have 
multiple children. A component can be moved to any other node in the tree; such a 
move causes its children to move with it. A component can either be referred to by 
name or by pointer reference. The use of component pointers instead of specific names 
allows the designer and optimizer to explore configuration changes without changing 
the rest of the design. The designer can also create generic components with undefined 
or d e f d t  values that can be specified by the user at instantiation. For example this 
allows a wheel component to be created once and used in several places with different 
locations and sizes. 
Each component can be set in three states - active, frozen or dormant. ”Active” means 
that it is fully functional. where the elements are accessible to the designer and can be 
varied. “Frozen” means that its elements are accessible. but their values cannot change, 
enabling rapid recalculation and extensive parametric testing of a part of the design. 
“Dormant” means that it is invisible to the spreadsheet, enabling efficient 
leconfiguration while retaining design knocledge in the spreadsheet. Thc spreadsheet 
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can incrementally recompile and propagate changes in component status, location and 
adudelete operations. 

Example component 

Component A ( 
mass = 4: 
power= 25 * Bmass; 
Component B I I ;  
Component ptr D = &C: 

1: 

component 

active compone t children 
frozen name b pointer 

ref 

I 
label 

IS a is a 
I I I 

I 
equation const unit expression 
constraint default 

statistical lvariable -initial ‘t-EFiF 1 operators (e.g. + - ‘ / & I  

see Table . . .  distribution 

boolean 
vector 
matrix 
symbol 

functions 
1e.g. sin, if) 
see Table . . .  

element 
referencing 

I I I 
direct secs 
referencing 

string expressions 
le.g. antenna*.mass) sample 
heirarchial grouping reference 
(e.g. ciesc of ‘chassis-substructure.) 

reference label (key1 grouping 
(e.g. key ’mass’ of) 

-partial 

(and). intersection lexceptl 
operators 

Elements and Constraints 

Elements and constraints constitute components, where each describes a particular 
property or relationship. Elements express a component’s mechatronic properties (c.g. 
shape, size, power draw, heat content, V-I response, software) and relationships (e.g. 
mechanical connection, electric connectivity). Constraints express the limitations and 
conditions that the robot or othercomponents nwd to satisfy in  order for the component 
to function as engineered. The particular property associated with an element is defincd 
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I 
Type 

real 

. 

Operators Functions 

= + - ‘ / A  sin, cos, tan, asin. acos, alan. alan2. hypot, exp, epml,  log, 
loglp. loglo, rint. sum, product, max. min, mag, pow, sqrt, 

cbrt. DOIV 

by its label. An element’s property is expressed in a particular type and units, where its 
value is either a constant, inherited default or a function of other elements (of the entire 
robot). The definition of element value in terms of other elements allows the efficient 
expression of complex robot designs and relationships. The following bullets describe 
the parts of an element: 
An element has a type that categorizes its value - from real numbers to character strings 
to matrices. 
A special type is “statistical real’’, which allows a real number to be defined as a 
gaussian distribution or a (min,avg,max) triple, enabling noisykhaotic variables like 
temperature, power draw or sensor output to be modeled. 
Each element can be a constant or a variable (defined by the corresponding equation) 
or can be inherited as a default (for example, the default mass of each component can 
be 0, which creates an element “mass” of value 0 if undefined in the component). 
An element can be declared “transparent”, excluding i t  from all set operations. 
Functionally, such elements are convenient calculated properties but do not denote a 
physical quantity. 
Constraints are boolean valued elements that need not have a label and are tracked 
separately. They are defined as expressions, the result of which, when false, denotes 
that the component may not function as designed. Constraints are used to define and 
maintain the design’s envelope of functionality within the cumulative operating limits 

distrib 

of its components. 
* Link elements provide modeling information for simulation agents, with information 

about other components to which it is connected, the type of connection, etc. 
An element’s value can be defined with a mathematical expression of other element 
values, with operators like +-*/. Each “type” has a defined operator and function set that 
can operate on values of that type. Certain functions can accept multiple types and/or 
convert values of one type to another. Functions like sum and product operate on sets. 
Table 3-3 lists the types with corresponding operators and functions. 

Table 3-3: Synergy “types” and associated operators and functions 

= + - * I “  gel-min, get-max. gel-mean, get-stddev, sample 

vector 

matrix 

set 

I I I 
. .  I 

- - + . . /. -- I- 
- - + - + \ \k  == != 

= & key desc of except 

sum. product, mag 

sum, product. solve. mag 

count 

I -- .- 

string 

I I I I 

string, -, mag - +’ -_ I- , -- .- > < >= <= - 

I I 

quaternion - - + - f I; == != sum, product. mag 

I sum. oroduct. maa i triple 1 = + - * I ;  == != I 
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Manipulating Designs and Configuraiim Topology 

This language allows the designer to change the design parameters or constraints. The 
designer or the optimization agent can modify the design by changing element values. 
Changing a constraint element can change the valid design space. Changing elements 
with assigned values results in parametric variation. Modifying relationships assigned 
to elements changes the dependency structure of the design. Configuration or 
topological changes are made by changing the components assigned to elements. For 
example, the designer can assign the communication antenna to be a pan-tilt parabolic 
dish or a phased array. Topological modifications can also be effected using parameters, 
for instance, changing the number of wheels in a locomotion subsystem. 

Spreadsheet Operations 
The spreadsheet parses the robot design and designer input, passing it on to the 
compiler. The compiler operates incrementally, continually updating its internal data 
structures as components are added, deleted and modified. This allows the designer to 
use the spreadsheet to build the design in pieces (even with loose pointers), test 
incrementally and create sub-systems that are not complete by themselves but can be 
used several times. The parser allows components and elements to be referenced by 
partial names (e.g. a.b.c.d.mass can be referred to as dmass), if the partial name is non- 
unique, the nearest neighbor is matched. Elements and components can also be 
addressed as sets using several schemes like wildcard matching (CPU’), grouping 
(descendents of ...) or local name match (key “power”). If changes to the design insert 
a closer element with the same partial name or add more members to sets, the compiler 
updates the design accordingly. 
The compiler checks incoming design information for consistency and links it with the 
existing design network. The compiler stores the design as a networked set of elements, 
where the distinction of component is only for bookkeeping and inheritance purposes. 
Potentially each element is connected to every other. This complex network is searched 
for recursion loops and the designer is informed of the minimal set of such loops. The 
recursion loops can be broken up by using a previous value of any element in that loops. 
The expression in each element is compiled into an efficient structure for re-calculation 
and stored in an indexed list. 
The spreadsheet recalculates element values at the advance of the “iteration” clock 
counter. Potentially, elements can have different clock counters, enabling recalculation 
to proceed at different rates as desired. The ability of elements to reference previous 
values enables the design to evolve and converge with each advance of the iteration 
clock. Other clocks synchronize the operation of simulation agents and the optimizer. 
Physical units (like kg, meter, second, $, watt) are vital to expressing the robot design; 
the units of all expressions and constants in a design are rarely consistent. The 
spreadsheet automatically converts units to a common standard (like SI) for 
consistency. In addition, units of mathematical expressions are automatically derived 
and checked for consistency with the equation. This is an effective check for 
correctness of heuristics and expressions, where errors are common and most often 
visible in these checks. 
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Complete Language Grammar 

parse-block 

label 
label2 
component 

element 

d tag  
args 

e-clocks 
Function 
arg 

] fcall 

a r ~ l b l s t  
f-list 
i ter-loop 
op-tag 
func-tag 
da t a  

triple 
quaternion 
Vector 
matrix 

i r o m  
rro%v-list 
real-list 

distribution 
distarg-list 
user-type 

cluck 
set 
fsct-list 
finite-set 

s c s p e c s  

global-dcf 
default-def 
type-def 

<- <companenD [<parse-blocb] I <elemen- [<parse-blnck>] I <global-def> 

<- <alphabet-charactenl’_’ [clabelZ>] 
<- <alphanumeric-character>l” [<label2>] 
<- ‘component’ <label> ‘1‘ [[( ‘inherited’ I ‘local’ )I <user-type>] [<parse-block>] ’1’ 

[<parse-blocbl I ccloclu [<parse-blocb] 

/ I  constraints must be of type bool. 
11 transparent means that sets should exclude this element 

<- [‘transparent’] [<dtag> I <symbolic-type>] [[‘element’ I ’constraint’] <label> 

<- ‘bool’ I ‘int’ I ‘matrix’ I ‘real’ I ‘triple’ I ‘vector’ 
<- [<dtag>] <label> [‘=’ <function>][’.’ <args>] 

<- ‘clock‘ <label>[‘.’ <label-lisb] 
c- <arg> [<op-tag> <function>] 
<- ‘(’<function’)’ I ‘(‘<dtag>’)’<arp I <unary-op> c a r p  I < d a t u  I <data path> I <element 

i- <func-tag> ’(‘ <f-lisp ‘)* I <func-tag> ’(‘ <set> [<exceprion>] ‘1’ I <label> *(’ 

<- [<label>’=’] <function>[‘.’<arg~lbl~lisu] 
<- <functionI> I <function I> ‘,’ <f-list> 
<- ‘for”(’ <label>’.’ (<set> I <label>) ‘)”[‘ <function> ‘ 1’ 
<- (see op-tag-list) 
<-(see func-tag-list) 
<- [’bool’] ‘true’ I ‘false’ I [’int’] <in[> I ‘matrix’ <matrix> I ‘&’<path> I [’real’] <real> I 

[ ‘(‘<args>’)’]’=’] <function>l’<nil>’[ ‘:’<data>][ ‘.’<e-clocks>]’;’ 

I/ main clock secondary clocks 

path> I ‘old’ <element path> I ‘self‘ I ‘fcall’ I ‘iter-loop’ 

<a&lbl-lisb ‘)’ 

‘set”[‘<set>’]’ I ‘shape’ <filename> [’*’ <triple>] I ‘string’ [“]<string>[“) I “<string>” I 
[‘symbol’] <symbol-name> I ‘triple’ <triple> I ‘vector’ <vector> 

<- ‘(‘<real~’,’<~eaI>[‘,’<real>]’)’ I ‘( ‘<real>’.’<real>[‘.’cre~l>]’)’ 
<- ‘(‘~re~l>’,’<real>’,’<real>’.’<renl~’)’ I ‘I ‘<re~l>’,’<real>’.’<real>‘.’<rcalz’ 1 ’  
<- <vrow> I ’(‘ <int> ‘)’ <vrow> 
<- ‘(’ <int> ’)’ ’<wow> ( w j { elements } I ‘(‘ <in[> I.’ <int> ‘1’ <wow> [ h ,  w ) [ elements 

I ‘1 ‘ <YroW-liSD ‘1 ’  
<- ’1 ‘ <real-list> ‘1 ’  
<-<wow> [‘,’ <vrow_lisb] 
<- <real> [‘,’ <real- l is~]  

<- ‘distrib’ ‘(‘ <distarg-list ‘)’ 
<- (‘min’I’max’I’mean’I’avg’I‘typical’ I’stddev’) ‘=’ <real> [‘,’ <distargIist>] 
<- ‘type’ <type-name>’;’ 

I/ distribution requires two of ( min, max. mean )or both mean 8; srddev 

I /  an elements main clock is specified in the element def. if nn element is 
/I specified in a clock’s set i t  is a secondary clock for that element 

<- ‘clock‘ <label> [’:* < s e ~ ] ‘ ; ’  
<- <set-list> [‘except’ <fset-lisu] 
<- <finite-seu [’&’ <fset-list>] 
<- ‘key’ <pattern> [ ‘of‘l‘,’ <set-specs> ] I ‘type’ <type-name> [ ‘ofT,’ <set-specs>] I ‘desc’ 

<- ( (’desc’ [‘of’l)l’of‘ )<label> [‘OW.’ <set-specs>l I ‘key’ [’of‘] <pattern> [‘of‘l’.’ 

<- <default-def> I <type-def> I <enum-def> I <syntbol-def> I <link-def> 
c- ‘default’ [<dtag>] <label> ‘=’ <datD’;’ 
<- ‘define’ <user-type> [‘implies’ <type-list>]‘:’ 

[‘of’] <label> [’of‘l’,’ <set-specs>] I ’set’ ‘(‘ <label-list> ‘)’ I ‘self’ 

<set-specss] I ‘(ype’ <type-name> [‘nf‘l’.’ <set-specs>] 

- 
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I clocking signals 
I 

t - 

Design 
Spreadsheet 

I design/ state 

simulation 

type-list <- <type-name> [',' <type-lisul';' 
cnum-def 
symbol-def <- 'define' 'symbol' <label>';' 
link-def 
link-specs <- attachment 

<- 'enum' <symbolic-type-label> 'I  ' <labellist> '1'';' 

<- 'link' <label> ['->'I'.' clabel>][':'<link-specs>]':' 

I f  src-pt tpt-pt distance I 'dist' <triple>'.' <triple>',' <real>, / I  src-ptl s r c g t 2  
tgt-pt I t g t g t 2  I 'axial' <lriple>','<tripIe>'. '<triple>'.'<triple> / I  force src-pt tpt-pt 
I 'force' <fu ncti om' . ' a i  pie>' .'<tri p l e  

label-list <- <label> 1'; <label>] 

Simulation Generator 

Simulation 
Command 

Simulation 
interface data 8 A-ent 

Design-simulation 

Generating Simulation 
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current packages did not have facilities to communicate model information and 
simulation output at every time step (e.g. thermal agent) or did not address the particular 
agent need (e.g. constraint agent). 

Mechanism 
Dynamic simulation of the mechanism uses Coriolis, a numerical modeling and 
simulation package for rigid-body worlds. It has the advantage of creating models on 
the fly by treating the entire problem numerically. Coriolis models the world as a set of 
mechanically-interconnected rigid bodies, allowing connections like clamps, hinges, 
pins, springs and strings to be defined among rigid bodies. Gravity and other fields can 
be specified as global influences. Friction is accurately modeled using static and 
dynamic friction associated with each body. Other forces like motor interactions and 
viscous drag can be modeled as externally applied forces. The objects have virtual 
methods, allowing many of these functionalities to be smoothly augmented. 
Coriolis generates dynamic simulation by integrating the motion of each body as a free 
rigid body, treating the constraints locally as a set of linear equations. These equations 
are depe.ndent on the rigid body configuration and change with each iteration. As 
collision or bouncing of bodies is detected, the constraint e.quations are reconfigured. 
Although Coriolis uses the best available automated dynamic simulation methods. 
interactions of rigid bodies with soft substrates like soil or rubber, are poorly modeled 
as rigid interactions. 
Coriolis simulates the Newtonian behavior of the robot, subject to forces from gravity. 
friction and actuators. The dynamics agent attempts to compute properties of motion 
and inter-component forces by modeling the robot as a collection of rigid bodies with 
specified interrelationships (e.g. pin joints. axis joints). In this approach. each rigid 
body behaves independently subject to Newton's laws, considering external forces 
induced by a field (gravity), actuators and/or constraints of motion and friction. The 
primary constraint types impose a rigid body connection, a simple rotation with respect 
to another body, a non-penetration condition or Coulomb friction with a non- 
penetration condition. Viscous friction is mode.led as an externally-applied force 
proportional to the. relative velocity. AI1 constraints and governing conditions are 
generated and satisfied numerically. Hence, no equations of motion are ever derived. 
Although this property is less desirable from an abstract analysis standpoint, numerical 
constraint generation allows realistic simulation of wheel contact. collision and friction 
behavior. Such a facility is essential for the mobility characterization of vehicles with 
suspensions, skid-steering or legs. 

The robot consists of a set of rigid bodies, representable by convex polyhedra. 
Frictional contact between surfaces is reduced to point contacts. Terrain contact 
includes effects of static and dynamic friction, but currently uses an idealized model of 
sinkage and ignores changes in terrain geometry due to the rover's actions. 
Aerodynamic lift and drag are reduced to direct functions of dynamic pressure. using 
user-specified coefficients. Forces due to electromagnetic fields are not considered at 
this time. 

Modeling Assumptions and Limitations 
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Model structure 

The robot is treated as a list of independent bodies as explained above. Each component 
can consistent of only one rigid body. Two bodies can be related by a connection (rigid. 
pivot, common axis, spring) and/or an actuator. Hence all rigid body constraints are 
binary. In  addition, the agent detects collisions and extracts appropriate constraints of 
contact and friction. 

Model Equations 

The constraint vector C is assembled from governing physical relations of Coulomb 
friction and imposed holonornic motion constraints. The external forces F, are direct 
applications of the gravity field, actuator torqueslforces, aerodynamic lift/drag, and 
forces generated by spring constraints. The resulting problem is a Quadratic 
Programming (QP) problem. 

F = F, + F,;b = (=);A ac = b'Wb 

I 
Eqn. 13-11 , 

i 
I 
I 
I 

I 
C: constraint vector, X: state vector of all bodies. M: mass & inertia matrix. F:applied 
force vector, F, : Externally applied forces; F, : Forces needed to satisfy constraints 

The resulting QP is solved by iterating through each contact force and frictional contact 
to satisfy the corresponding constraints sequentially (keeping previous constraints 
satisfied). The technique converges in O(n) operations. 

Implementation 

Electronics 

Dynamic simulation of the electronic sub-system used Spice. an industry standard for 
simulating analog circuits. Spice models circuit elements as either a numerical models 
or as networks of primitive components like RLC circuits, transistors and logic. 
This agent determines power usage of the electrical elements, including voltage and 
current properties, given the set of electrical elements in the robot, with corresponding 
interconnections. Common circuit elements like resistors, battcry, capacitors, 
transistors and amplifies are modeled. The simulation generates transient analysis of 
the circuit. 

Model 

The model is a network of nodes and elements. Each node is a junction of three of more 
elements or a point of interest for voltage and current flow. A sparse set of linear 
equations constrain the system to follow Kirchoff's laws of current and voltage. A set 
of (non)-linear equations specify the V-I behavior of each element. Each circuit elcrncnt 
defines its governing law along with connectivity to other circuit elements. This 
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information allows the formulation of the needed topological equations necessary to 
analyze the circuit. In general, a circuit element's V-I relation is non-linear and time is 
variable. This facility enables inclusion of changes in electrical properties due to 
environmental changes in properties like strain. temperature, and light. 

Equations 
The V-I characteristics of the network are determined by satisfying Kirchoff's 
topological laws (KCL, KVL), and the circuit element relations as in Eqn. p-21 .  

Kirchofrs Current Law: Ii = 0, Vnodes 
i E nodc 

Kirchoffs Voltage Law: 1 AVi = 0, VClosedLoops 
i E loop 

Circuit Branch Element Relations I = I 'ftV):AV = f f l l  

Eqn. 13-21 

1 
e.g., for a resistor, AV = IR ,  where R is a known function of temperature 
e.g., for an ideal capacitor, Q = CAV, 1 = Q ,  where C is constant 

Implementation 
The network equations are numerically formulated using the nodal analysis technique. 
where the state vector consists of the node voltages. The element voltage drops are 
linear combinations of the node voltages. Linearizing all non-linear elements around a 
operating point, element currents are similarly linear combinations of the node 
voltages. This yields a set of linear equations to be solved to obtain the node voltages 
(and hence element currents) at an instant in time. A significant difference between the 
assumed operating point and the resulting V-I relation results in repeating the iteration. 

I 
i 
i 

1 t i f  current i n  element k leaws nodc j 
- 1  ifcurrent i n  e]cment k 

0 ilclement k and node j are not connected, 
Foreachelemen1,dodH = d I / d V ; d T = - l g + V g / R s ; I g & V g -  sources, Rrintresist 

Update admittance matrix Y += (ij,kk: dH. jk.kj: -dM: j. k are clement nodcs 
Update generalised current vector Is += 6: -dT. k: dT) 

Snlve node voltages Vn in. Y.Vn = Is, Iterate Until IVn-Vnoldl c rnax(.001 Vnold. i E-5) 
For each iteration. recompute Y.1s: This process repeats at each time step 

If !(converged) in -10 iterations. time step is halved until step<= . 5 / t  max exciting frcq 
Branch element voltage Vb = Transposc(A).Vn 

hranch connectivity matrix Akj = j 

Eqn. [3-3] 

[ i 
I 
I 
i 

Thermal 

Heat is generated, absorbed by the robot due to various interactions (like friction, 
insolation, terrain contact, power component inefficiency). This heat is distributed 
within the robot by processes of conduction, convection and radiation. This agent 
models and simulates heat distribution. Basic elements include linearkylindrical 
conductors, grey body radiators and freelmass convection. 
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Quantity 

Assumptions and scope 
Intra-surface temperature gradients and reflective phenomenon are ignored. 
Conduction is restricted to one-dimensional transfer through either uniform or 
cylindrical cross-sections. 

The thermal interactions are modeled as a nun-linear, capacitive electrical network. 
Table 3-1 below shows the analogs for various thermal components and constraints. 

Model 

Electrical Analog Symbol 

Heat capacity capacitance 

I Heatf low I current I Q  I 
C 

Temperature 

Conductance 

Heat transfer 

Conducmce, Conveclion Q = C(T,-T,) 

A Linear conducior G = k- L 
A d 
L ln(R,/Ri) 

I 

Cylindrical conducior - = €I 

Nodal capacitance, heat reservoir C = MC, 

Convection, C = h,A ;A: surface area 

h c  = r [ T w c f d c c ~  'fluid) 

M a s s  convection G = h.ICp 

potential T 

IIR G 

Ohm's law Q = m  

4 4  
Riiditor Q = G(T2-Ti);[G = m e f f F Z i A )  A:area, F2I:  black body vicw laclor2 lo  1 

2 4  a = 5.6677-'W/m K ;Emittance crff = l / [ l / c ,  + I /+ I )  

Eqn. [3-4 
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Implementation 
The generated electrical analog model is solved using the techniques, algorithms and 
code developed for analyzing electrical circuits. 

Resource 

The resource agent is used to keep track of budgets for quantities like mass. power, 
communication, computing, cost and reliability. Primitives for set definitions and 
operations like “sum”, “mm” are used to generate these metrics. The resources are 
dynamically recalculated at each time step, allowing tracking of dynamic resources like 
fuel and heat. 

I 
Modeler I )Constraint] 

I I 
I I I I I I I 1 Graphics I I Mech. 1 I Electrical I 1 Sensinq ] I COSf ] I comoufind I comm I I Enerqy 

I 

Figure 3-5 Simuktion agents used in Synergy 

Optimization 
Synergy implements three kinds of optimization: rule based, root finding and genetic 
search. These three methods have increasing computing cost and, correspondingly, 
have increasing general applicability. Hence rule based and root finding are used 
wherever applicable.; genetic search is used only when needed. 

Rule based switching 

Rule based optimization is devised as a switching behavior triggered by the spreadsheet 
during recalculation or parameter propagation. Rules are used to significantly prune the 
design space when the choice is clearly based on experience or analysis. These rules 
represent precompiled knowledge and expertise. However, these rules should be used 
carefully within their applicable domains. The rules are defined by the designer as 
elements of components to either ensure the component’s functionality or increase its 
performance. 

R w t  finding 

Root finding is implemented using an iterative multi-variant algorithm that computes 
the LHS (left hand side) of equality constraints from its RHS (right hand side). The 
RHS for each iteration is computed from a previous LHS or initial ualucs. Root finder 
finds viable and optimized designs by identifying parameters that just satisfy resource 
needs. This method is applicable when the cost of using a resource increases 
monotonically with an increase in its quantity. 
These implicit equality constraints, which comprise a non-linear root finding problem, 
are generated from expressions of generalized impedance matching of reEources likc 
power, energy. data rates and computing. The problem of design consistency is onc of 
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finding a set of component parameters so that all parametric relationships are satisfied. 
This problem is also modeled as a root finding problem. 

Genetic search is used when the design has more parameters than constraints, rules are 
insufficient or when monotonicity assumptions do not apply. The genetic optimizer 
finds optimal designs using either spreadsheet formulae or simulations to evaluate the 
designs. Genetic search can be used to search vast spaces and has been employed to 

Genetic search 

Figure 3-6: &,e* of Optimizer using a genetic algorithm 

optimize design spaces with hundreds of independent variables 
The genetic search algorithm uses operators for both real-valued and bit-based 
representation of the variables. Though real-valued representation is more efficient. bit 
representation is needed to encode discrete variables like configuration choices. Hence, 
both representations were used depending on the design problem. In these 
representations each design is encoded as a string (chromosome) of reals and/or bits. 
The variables that make up the chromosomes are defined by the designer, who controls 
the parameter space. The rest of the design is a function of these chromosomes. New 
chromosomes are recompiled by the spreadsheet and a designer-defined expression of 
fitness is evaluated in order to compare the design to others. 
The genetic algorithm operates with a population of such chromosomes, usually 100 to 
1000. New members are generated from existing ones, where the probability of an 
existing member being selected for this “reproduction” operations is proportional to its 
fitness relative to others. The reproduction operators used are the uniform crossover and 
mutation operators. The uniform crossover refers to exchanging random pans of the 
chromosomes of both parents, while mutation refers to replacing a part of the parent 
with a randomly-generated value. The operators are triggered at designer-defined 
probabilities, where typical values are 0.5 for crossover. 0.3 (0 to 0.15 probability of 
mutationhit) for mutation and 0.2 for other miscellaneous operators. 
The algorithm terminates if the design fitness of any member exceeds a specified vaiue, 
if the fitness stagnates by being constant for a number of generations or if the allocated 
computational time is exceeded. 
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Creating Control Software 
Synergy generates controllers by mapping the controller on to a neural net, where the 
inputs are the sensory data and the outputs are the actuatorcommands. Neural nets were 
chosen since they have flexible and comprehensive function approximation 
characteristics. However, for these controllers, no input-output training data is available 
n priori. Therefore, instead of training, we resort to using a neural net representation 
and estimating weights using a genetic (statistical) search. 
The desired behavior is expressed as the integral of a defined metric over a defined 
period in a test problem. For a given controller, a simulation is generated from the given 
initial values and time period to evaluate its performance. A genetic algorithm is set up 

I 
I 

I 

Controller 

Controller Generator 1 
I 

0 timizer Robot 
Haidware.S.W 

I 

Figure 3-7 OverJiew of Controller Generation 

where the variables are the parameters of the controller. The controller is a neural net, 
where each node is connected to all input, output and hidden nodes. Each node has 
persistence, enabled by feeding back its signal through a linear filter of variable time 
delay. 

! 
Neuron Model 

output of all nodes 
(input, output, hidden) 

Figure 58: Model of a single neuron used as a building block to evolve the controller 

The genetic algorithm is run until satisfactoly behavior is exhibited or if the behavior 
saturates. If the result of the run is not suitable, the model’s complexity is increased by 
adding one more fully-connected node; the process is repeated until  a good controller 
is found or adding nodes docs not impact robot performance. 
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Both the neural net and the genetic algorithm were adapted to generate effective 
controllers in reasonable time. The adaptation was performed using experiments 
conducted with well-understood problems like the inverted pendulum. Experiments 
with activation functions showed that sinusoidal and linear functions dramatically 
reduce node count and convergence time. This is explained by the proliferation of such 
functions in mechanical dynamics. Hence sinusoidal and linear functions are added to 
the repertoire of activation functions from which the genetic algorithm can choose. The 
genetic algorithm converged faster with chromosomes made of real-valued strings 
instead of bit-valued strings. Since any logical function can be emulated using 
activation sigmoidal functions, any practical controller, including hybrid controllers, 
can be generated using this algorithm. 
The number of simulations involved in generating acontroller can be large. In  addition, 
the simulated model usually differs from reality. Hence, if the controller i s  to be used 
with the robot prototype, the controller needs to be reoptimized and the genetic 
algorithm approach is ineffective. However, the controller generated using the 
simulation is expected to model the physical robot’s behavior with discrepancies only 
in values of the model and environment. A controller for the robot can hence be 
generated efficiently by recalibrating the existing controller model. Since the robot’s 
behavior is not deterministic with each test run, a statistical perturbation and descent 
algorithm (SPSA) is used to adjust the parameters of the controller. 



Chapter 4 

Lunar Rover Design 

Synergy is applied to several aspects of lunar rover design. Lunar rover design excrcises 
a wide range of technologies. robot complexity and diverse requirements for several 
robot tasks. Design objectives, technologies and knowledge are encoded in Synergy’s 
language and used to generate several designs. In this process, several uses of Synergy 
are demonstrated. This chapter profiles the objectives and technologies of lunar rover 
design in a form translatable to Synergy’s grammar. When using Synergy, the designer 
is called to quantify and parameterize the various objectives and technologies involved. 
Synergy interconnects these disparate knowledge and generates a unified design; it 
proceeds to generate simulations, optimize the design and generate control software. 
Although Synergy can be applied to any robot design problem. the L u n a  Rover Design 
(LRD) was chosen to illustrate Synergy’s use and power. LRD aspires to formulate 
flight rovers with real-world considerations of viability, cost and time. In not having a 
predefined or an existing design, it is distinct from highly evolved designs like 
manipulators or communication satellites. The generated designs need to deliver 
unprecedented capability using current technology and existing hardware components 
within a reasonable cost. The range of tasks and missions in LRD allowed Synergy to 
exhibit its flexibility. The following sections outline the various design objectives 
addressed by Synergy and the technologies that were brought to bear. 

Lunar Rover Design Objectives 
LRD challenges include surviving the lunar eni:ironnient for over two years or 
venturing into permanently dark areas and driving in a dusty vacuum for 2000kni. 
Commercial design objectives cause a dramatic departure from traditional space article 
design, demanding ambitious. reliable capabilities, while meeting tight cost and time 
budgets. These. challenges include navigating unknown terrain. mainlaining continual 
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high-bandwidth communication. providing high reliability for human support/ 
commercial needs and generating high quality immersive video. 

Ice Discovery 

The objective is to confirm and map the extent and composition of volatiles, including 
water at the lunar South Pole, as hypothesized by data from the Clementine mission. 
The needed duration is at least 14 days, 4x1 km long sorties into the permanently 
shadowed areas (cold traps), 30 km of exploration in the lighted areas and 30  (10 cold 
trap and 20 lighted area) regolith assays. Eachregolith assay involves drilling to a depth 
of up to Im and drawing 10 lgm samples, with at least two samples spaced at lcm. 

Edutainment 

One objective is a commercially motivated pair of teleoperated, unmanned rovers 
visiting the historic sites of Apollo 11. Ranger, Surveyor, Apollo 17 and Lunokhod 2. 
This scenario would generate excitement in the lay public for lunar exploration through 
inimersive imagery and participation. 
Commercial needs call for low cost (< $200 Million) and four year programmatics. 
Return on investment calls for24 hr/day, two year mission and a 2000 km trek returning 
more than a peta-byte bytes) of high quality imagery of the lunar terrain. This 
scenario calls for a rover spacecraft, the like of which has never flown. 
The needs are high-quality, immersive, color video returned in real-time to Earth and 
viewed in theme parks, movies, television broadcasts, CD-ROMS and photographic 
stills. Rover motion-history and science data is needed to generate a realistic 
tclepresence experience accessible to millions of explorers worldwide. 
While exploring at a slow 0.2 d s ,  the rover is teleoperated from Earth (the round trip 
time-delay is about 5 seconds) by amateur drivers. During this time, the rover must 
safeguard itself from unforeseen events. human error and deliberate operator mischief. 

Mining (ISRU) 

The Moon is a premiere venue for the utilization of space resources and continuous 
human presence beyond Earth. The economics of in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) 
call for lunar manufacturing bases for propellants, power systems and structural 
materials. NASA's long-term vision includes lunar circumnavigation, prototype ISRU, 
power generation for terrestrial use. habitat construction and lunar telescope 
deployment. In all these scenarios, robots are the precursors and tools of choice for 
minimizing both cost and risk, while maximizing capability. 
The first robotic ISRU devices would farm the lunar top soil and/or transport ISRU 
materials and products across the landscape. One task is to repeatedly transport ISRU 
products across small distances on benign terrain. The objective is to maximize the total 
volume of operations with a given robot in tonnage and distance 

Earthrise 2001 

This objective is a short commercial lunar mission (less than a lunar day), landing a few 
days prior to Dec 3 1,2001 and sending video of Moon and Earth at the dawn of the new 
millennium. The imagery needs are broadcast quality television. Video of orbit and 
landing are preferable and not necessary. 
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Lunar Rover Design Environment and Requirements 
The Moon is highly suitable for robotic exploration. Its proximity to Earth enables 
remote teleoperation and real-time video transmission, while constant visibility of the 
near side allows continuous line-of-sight communication. The Moon's barren terrain is 
favorable to robotic perception and navigation algorithms. Without an atmosphere, a 
steady supply of rich solar power is available. However, the extremes of lunar 
environment and significant difference vs. terrestrial conditions present a difficult 
challenge to rover design. 

The surface temperature at lunar day approaches 130°C (superheated steam), 
plummeting to -180°C (liquid nitrogen) at lunar night. The temperatures at the poles are 
cooler [-50C lighted, -18OC cold trap]. In daytime, the rover is exposed to insolation of 
1385 Watts/m2 and infrared surface radiation of up to 1146W/m2. During the night, the 
rovers are submerged in a cold vacuum of -270C. 

Temperatun? and Light 

Radiation 

Expected radiation dose is 3 kRadlyr ambient and up to 15 kRadlyr in solar flares. A 
margin of safety of up to 4 is desirable. High energy radiation. including ultraviolet. 
damages optical surfaces, requiring special materials and coatings for paints, radiators, 
glass and solar arrays. For short missions, flare activity (10 kRad worst case) is 
incorporated. The onset of a flare can be observed with a lead time of minutes. 

Electrostatic Dust 

Lunar dust is comprised of very fine, highly abrasive particles which are levitated by 
the terminator (day-night transition) at 300 gm/m2/yr. Additional dust is created by 1 
km/s micro-meteorite impact at IO-'gm/m*/yr. The dust particles of about 1 micro- 
meter in size carry an electrostatic charge, causing cling and creep into all dielectric 
surfaces. The rovers will need to inhibit the accumulation of lunar dust on optics and 
thermal radiators. The effect of dust on radiative efficiency remains unknown, as the 
previous lunar rovers (LRV-Apollo and Lunokhod) had differing experiences. 

Terrain 

Known lunar terrain indicates that rovers of 1-3m size will need to encounter 25 degree 
slopes and 0.5m diameter craters or obstacles 15-20 cm in height. The craters have 
dimensions of 0.2D depression and 0.04D height. The extremely soft soil restricts 
ground pressure to 6kPa or less. 

Other Factors 

The moon has a diameter of 3476 km and is about 400,000 km from Earth with a day- 
night period of 27.32 earth days. The rotation axis is inclined to earth at 6.6 deg and to 
the sun at 2 deg, with a total precession period of 27.32 days and a cycle of 18 years. 
The gravity on the moon is 1/61h that on Earth. Robots on the moon will encounter deep 
vacuum of IO-"Torr, far lower than orbital space and highly difficult to reproduce on 
Earth. In this vacuum. most plastics and composites outgass and deteriorate. 
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Lunar Rover Technologies 
LRD draws upon a broad set of technologies and component options to generate viable, 
effective rover designs. Synergy is used to generate the values of several design 
choices, a cross section of which is listed in Figure 5-4 of Table 5. Synergy 
automatically generates and quantifies robot interrelationships. creating a bottom-up 
derivation of system parameters like mass and cost. Such a derivation early in an 
evolutionary design process (like LRD) is difficult without Synergy and seldom found 
in the design of spacecraft or robots. This system view allows for the rapid analysis of 
various design modifications. 
Lunar rover designs are encoded as a set of interconnected components. It was 
discovered early[Katragadda94B] in the design process that components can be sized 
or alternates used to improve the overall design. However. the optimal choice is related 
to the design objectives and the other components used. Hence, for Synergy to generate 
consistent designs and optimize them. the components and underlying technology must 
be encoded in a modular, parametric form. The technology modules include power, 
communication. locomotion, thermal control and imaging. These modules are usually 
related by aggregate parameters like mass and power, and by engineering constraints. 
The following sub-sections distill existing information and knowledge relevant to 
technologies needed for lunar rover design. A majority of the knowledge used has been 
validated by other research through analysis, experimentation and independent review. 

Launch 

In assessing launchers, factors such as payload, volume, orbit energy, economy, 
availability and lander compatibility are evaluated. Table 4-2 compares several 
launchers relevant to a lunar mission. 

Table  4-2: Overview of launch vehicles relevant to lunar insertion of 1-500 kg rover target 

Volume 

taper h x d 
GT0,ton TLI, ton dia m; Availability 

SM Launcher Payload payld 

Prolon 20 6.5 5.5 x 3.8; 2.7 x 1.5 80 3 yr lead 

HII-A. 2 ton 10.5 3.00+ 3.7 x 4.6 75 3 yr lead 

HII-A. 3ton 5.00+ 3.7 x 4.6 105 in development 

Soyuz II+ Fregat 7 1.7 25+20 3-4 yr lead 

Delta-ll. 7925 1.315 1 . 0 x 2 . 4 ; 3 . 0 x 0 . 0  55 3 yr lead 

Ariane 5, mini-Sylda ,851.2 1.0 x 3.6 34-45 tentative, 4 yr lead 

Taurus 425 2 . 7 x 1 . 4 ; 3 x O  26 3 yr lead 

Peaasus XL 120 2 . 7 x 1 . 4 ; 3 x O  16 3 yr lead - 

.3 0 1 . 5 x 1 . 5  6-9 3 yr. low priority 

.6  x .6 x .8 1 3 yr. low priority 

Ariane 5, aux 

Ariane 5, mini-aux .1 0 
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Descent and Landillg 

There are two existing landers with lunar relevance, a Phobos lander derivative and the 
1998 Mars lander. The Mars lander utilizes promising modular technology, and 
although its current form mayhay-not be usable for lunar landing, its potential for 
adaptability should be examined. 
When fully fueled, the Phobos derivative weighs 6700 kg with a delivered surface 
payload of 600 kg. It can land with a CEP of 4.3km of the designated coordinates with 
a maximum velocity of 2m/s vertical and 1 . 2 d s  horizontal. The cryogenic fourth stage 
carries the lander and rovers into an equatorial lunar orbit of 100 km. The fourth stage 
disconnects after orbital corrections, which shift the orbit to intersect the landing site. 

Table 4-4: Rocket engines of planetary relevance 

Aocket size Life Fuel thrust ISP (dry) 
N lbillbh mass 

Thiokol. SIar 31 8Ok 290 1393 wet .76x1.29 46s solid 

Thiokol, Star 37FM 3048W63.7 290 83+1067 .93x1.68 63.7 s d i d  

Thiokol. Star37XFP 2097k166.5 289.9 73+884 -93~1.51 66.5s solid 

Aerojet. ahilude 445 309 1 .E6 bi-pro0 

TRW, ornv var. 57.8678 280-308 6.8 2aoos. 28hr total MMH 
~ 

Aeroiel, anitude 62 287 1.13 bi-prop 

TRW. mre-l5/ornv 44.5-89 225 1.13 .025'100k hydraz. 

Aerojet. altitude 21.35 285 0.57 bi-prop 

Aerojet, altitude 2 265 0.27 b-prop 

Huges. XlPS o . o m  2585 68 Xe. 
304 W 

A solid rocket decelerates Mars 98 lander to 50 km above the surface with a nominal 
delta V of 2600 m/s. The Lander ignites 7.5 km above the surface at a velocity of less 
than 50 d s ,  touching down at less than 1.5 d s .  Sensing feedback is provided by IMU 
and vision tracking. Additional fuel may be added to enable hover for visual 
confirmation of landing site. 
Since the lander is modular, Eqn. [4-1] (Goddard) can be used to calculate propellant 
mass for a given fuel (Isp), delta V and final mass (Mf). Mass values of the deceleration 
stage and the terminal descent stage are derived, by applying this equation with 
astrodynamics models. A few relevant rocket engines are summarized in Table 4-4. 
Tank mass is 113rd fuel mass for cold gas tanks and hydrazine tanks available in 35 
liters for Mars 98. Costs of solid motors average $250/lb of rocket mass. 
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Eqn. [4-2] can be similarly used to find approximate propellant mass to hover for a given 
time T. 

The chosen cameras are a function imaging needs of field of view (FOV), resolution, 
framerate, color and dynamic range. Table 4-6 can be used to select a camera based on 
requirements. Most spacecraft and rovers resort to image compression to lower 
bandwidth needs. Table 4-7 can be used to select the compression technique as a 

Table 4-6: A cross section of available camera technology relevant to lunar conditions 

Camera FOV res fps depth mass power Cost 

panosphere 360 1000x1000 10 12 bit 4 kq 15W 0.5M 

digital video 45 350x240 30 24bit 3 kg 15 W 0.25M 
hires multispectral 40 512x512 1 8 bit 1.5kq 8 W 0.5M 

NIR 40 2 5 6 x 2 5 6 1 8 2kg 5W 0.5M 

function of available bandwidth and computing resources. 

Table 4-7: Compression ratios for good visual results @ 512 x 512 x 3 byte images. 4 Hz 

Int Computing 
Mips Technique Ratio 

JPEG 20: 1 445 mature code 

MPEG 2 80: 1 445 mature chips 

Wavelet still 60: 1 178 software 

Wavelet motion 200:1 178 6 mo lead 

Fractal 90:1 267 software 

Fractal 600:l 178 6 mo lead 

Communication 

Downlink communication from the rover to earth is achieved using a phased array and 
parabolic or an omnidirectional fixed antenna operating in X band. Eqn. [4-3] relates 
number of antenna elements, diameter, mass and power to the bandwidth, required bit- 
rate, maximum steer angle and gain, The downlink transmission is modulated using 
Nyquist QPSK to band-limit the signal within the allocated frequency range. A rate 213 
turbo-code provides error correction to a 10-6BER. The gain margin is conventionally 
evaluated using sum of worst-case gain. However, for non-critical tasks like video 
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Element 

transmission, it can be evaluated using a 99% probability estimate of losses at any given 
time. 

Table 4-9: Gain values of elements of acornmunication link, X-Band 

Gain (dB) Element Gain (dB) 

Rain -1, -0.2 average Space -2O.log(4'Pi'L'f/c) 

EbINo for QPSK, Tuho 

Phased Array 

Transmit Power 

Parabolic Antenna 

_ .  . 
-2 Engineering Margin -5 

1 O%g(N%os(tilt)) + 3.0 Phased Array efficiency -1 O'log(0.7) 

1 O'log(Ptransmi1) Line Loss -3.0 

20'log(Pi'D'f/c) + 3.0 Parabloic Ant efficiency -1 o'lOg(0.55) 

I effective link - SUM > 0, L = 400,000 krn: f = 8.9 GHz: c = 3E8 d s :  Tmoon = 130C equator: -50G pole 1 

Annular Antenna 

low flex cable 

DSN wave distortion 

DSN Polarization 

DSN circuit 

DSN feed 

Table 4-9 lists the gains of various elements of an interplanetary communications link. 
The specific gain values are obtained from JPL and literature. The objective is to have 
the sum of relevant gains greater than 0. Eqn. [4-3] ([Larson92], Bapna) relates size and 
transmitted power to mass, input power and pointing needs. 

-2 Co-ax cable -0.2'length 

-0,Slength hi-flex cable -2'length 

-0.2 DSN modulation -0.2 

-0.2 DSN pointing -0.2 

-0.5 DSN phase -0.2 

-0.1 DSN size ParaboIic(22m.34ml 

I 

! 1 
~ 

Phascd Array:transmil Power Pt,,,= 0.OZSN;Input Power P= 8Pr + h:Mass= 2 + 0.0187N 

:dx = F .  h;dy = d x &  Phased array: D = Z J N .  2 .  d x  . dy;F = 1 
I + sin(lill+ 1.5, HPBW) 

I 
1 Half power beam width HPBW = SS.S*flc/D. D: Antenna Diameter: Eqn. [3-3]  1 
I 2 Parabloic dish: Mass = D /0.25 + 4kg:P = 0.375P[:Pln,ax = 15W 

Puinriog Mechanismiflilt> HPBW (Mas5.P) = (3kg, 2 0 W ) '  M l n ~ s ~ ~ , ~ / 0 . S m  

Till: devialion of antenna from line joining Earlh and rover = slopemax + L(gravity, Ennh-Rover) 

Computing 

Conventional space qualified processing proves expensive for a lunar mission due to 
high computing needs due to results shown later. Table 4-1 1 lists processors, capability 
and power with relevance to flight (the chip designs known to be latchup immune and 
radiation tolerant). In addition to the processors, memory (about 5 W) and bus control 
( 1  W), digital/analog I/O (5W) needs to be added to create a board. These boards can be 
formatted for VME or any standard form factor and opcrating system. The processor(s) 
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and quantity selected is a function of total computing need calculated from software 
requirements. 

Table 4-11 : Computer processors overview 

Radiation Effects 
Prediction 

watts int/tp Processor 

M 68060 CPU 60145 2 68020 rad qual, tough 

Pentiurn Pro CPU 292/248 23 CISC. extremely hard 

R3000 CPU 28/36 4 inherently rad tolerant, flown 

R 10000 CPU 428n60 6 possibly rad tolerant, %1M 

PowerPC 750 CPU 496/336 5.7 possibly rad tolerant, $.5M 

TI C50 DSP 4W40 3 available in 100 kRad 

Sharc DSP 40140 4 rad-qual available 

TI CEO. MVP DSP 2200 11 $ lM  lo  rad qual 

TI C60 DSP 1600 11 $1M l o  rad qual 

Typical board mass is 1.5 kg including conduction cooling plate; the housing is 4-8 kg 
depending on the form factor. Each board has one CPU and 1-2 DSPs. Eqn. [4-41 is used 
to determine number of boards given processing power (total and CPU intensive) 
required by software and n - number of DSPshoard. 

i n .  N,,, , MipsDSp + NCpU. h'lips,,, 2 Computing,,,,,)~ :(NCpU Mipscpu t CPU,,,,) 

N,,,,,, = ceil ing(Minimize~Ncpu. NDspilJ 

i 
Eqn. [ 4 4 ]  ~ 

Sensing and Safeguarding 

Radar technology is selected to  meet lunar environmental conditions of bright light. 
darkness, temperature extremes and dust. A typical sensor has a field of view of 30' to 
160". The 30' version is used in an array configuration for terrain understanding and 
the 160' version for broad collision warning. The sensors generate data at up to 20 Hz. 
Eqn. [4-6] and Eqn. [4-61 govern the configuration of the sensor array and performance for 

I no of array sensors h' = Fos . fov/fovh,,5,r:Fos - factor of safety, 2.0: FOV = 12Cdeg 

2 min lookahead distance, I ,  ?(speed /(2gj1,) + tp,,,,ption + t p l a n  + [,,y,,Re~ccion) - speed. 0.9 

sensor height: h, 2 i ,  

lookdown mglc. 90 i s  horizontal. 8, = arm( lx/hs). hs is senior height 

l2 ? I, + 4 . speed/f,,,,,,/Res; fsensor - sesnor freq - 20 HZ 

second lookdown angle, 8,s €3, + fovAe,\,, 

a ~~ 

terrain understanding and safeguarding. These equations are derived from conditions c 

-. ~- 
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minimal observability, controllability and throughput matching for computing using 
general principles of navigation [Kelly95]. 

Eqn. [4-6] 

Map resolution limit, Reslimj, = speed/freq,,,,,,' 4 5 Res 

min map res, Res = 2 ,  min(d/2. w/2. 0 / 2 ) :  d,w - wheel diameter & wid. 0: lrnversible obstacle 
max speed forcomplelc pcrception, speed,,, = freqhen\or. [12-l ,) /Z 

2 h ' o o f m a p c e l l s w i t h 1 n I I - 1 2 N , ~ ~ , ~ = I ,  ~[I2-i,) .Lan(fov)/Res /2 

Computing need for map perception = I O  Nct,,5. FOS . freq,em$,, 
(Computing for planning = 50. Narcs. (I2 - I,)/Res. speed/Rer) 

'CP"",,,,) I (Latencies T = computing. CPUoverhead 
2 

t,JY"RF.&" = sPeed'Res/freq,,",,, + ~ ~ i ~ Y a c , " m r  

To determine vehicle position with respect to the low-resolution giobal lunar map, a 
stellar compass is used. These readings are fused with inertial measurements and wheel 
encoders to generate accurate terrain maps and maintain precise dead-reckoning. 
Further sensors such as thermometers. ammeters. etc. are utilized to monitor the status 
of the rover itself. 

Some Science lnsbuments 
Sciencc instruments are treated as mass. volume, computing and power payload. Table 
4-14 lists conventional science instruments applicable to lunar exploration. Computing 
needs for cameras are derived from framerate and compression algorithm needs. 
Computing needs for other sensors are specified by the scientist and highly mission 
dependent and range from 0.1-10 Mips. 

Table 4-14: Science instruments identified for lunar exploration 

Instrumenl Mass Power Usage Volume cast ,  $M 

Crvoqenic drill (SATM) 4 ka 1 5 W  5 hrslm 1.5m x 0.2m dia 2.0 

REGA 4 kg 20 W 15-90 min/assay 0.5 

IR Laser 2 k-3 10 w 20% duty 0.2 

Pan-Tilt 3 kg 10 30% duty 1 .o 
Strobe 1 kg 10 w 40% duly 0.5 

Locomotion and Structure 

The key components of the locomotion system are the suspension and the drive. 
Previous studies and prototypes indicate that locomotion and structure accounts for 
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35% of vehicle mass. Eqn. [4-71 relates overall dimensions to wheel dimensions, fairing 
constraints and static stability on slopes. 

Eqn. [4-7] 

Chassis length, L 2 1.1 . N / 2 .  d .  where N i s  no of wheels, d i s  wheel diameter 
chassis width, W 2 4 .  b, where b i s  %,heel width. LW are overall lenghtlwidth 

< F, where F could be [he launch fairing diameter 
static slope, 0, = atan( (L/Z-d/2 - lcg)/h), where h is CG height above ground 

static side slope, 8, = atan((W/2 - wcg)/h). where Icg.wcg are cgoffset from center 

specified terrain slope, O S  rnax(O,, 8,) 
d 2 ( K  . 0, w); K 0.25 - 4 wheels; 0.35 - 6 wheels, 0: size of Obswcle/ditch to ovcrcomc 1 

(w, dlpressurc 5 6kPa) i I 
Number of Wheels and Suspension 

The number of wheels and suspension determine terrainability in terms of traversable 
slopes, obstacles and soil. Common choices are four wheeled (rigiudouble axidrocker 
arm suspension) and six wheeled (rocker bogie) machines. Steering is always preferred 
(two wheeled or four wheeled) due to lower power, lower attrition and enhanced 
maneuverability on slopes and tough situations. Appropriate tread for the wheel needs 
to be experimentally determined. 

wheelload. load = weight/N , cos0, where N i s  no of wheels 
specitiedobstncle height. h,S0.25. d .  I I N  == 4 

i Eqn. [4-81 1 
1 specified obstacle heighl. h, 5 0.3 d, I f  N == 6 

Wheel 

Results from the Lunokhod exploration indicate that a ground pressure of less than 
6kPa is needed to avoid becoming mired in soft soil. For simplicity and accuracy of 
rover control, the wheels are actively steered. The motors will be brushless DC with a 
harmonic drive. Due to vacuum, dry lubricants and O-ring seals will be used. Eqn. [4-9]- 
Eqn. [4-11] [BekkerdO] relate wheel dimensions and load to sinkage. rover’s “drawbar 
pull”, required output torque and ground pressure for given soil parameters. 

3 .  load 
( ( 3 - n ) . ( k c +  b .ks), Jd sinkage. L = 

Dra\r,bar Pull, DP = H - R,,, 

soil thrust, H = (c . A + load - tantp) - ( I  - 0) 
Motion Rcsirtancc. R,,, = R, + Rb + R , +  Rc + R,+ R,, 

torque = R,,,, (d/Z -deflection), deflection = 0 lor rigid whecls 

i 
Eqn. [4-91 
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2 s  

( 3 -  load/Jd)2"tl 

(3-n)2"t1 - ( n  + I ) .  (k,+ b .  kJ2"" I 
I 

1 
compaction resistance. R, = - 

bulldozing resistance. Rb = 0.5abz2tan(45 + cp/212 + Zcbztan(45 + rp/2) 

rnllingresistance, R, = f , .  load 

gravity resistance, R, = weight/Nwh,,,,. sin9 

Obstacle climbing resistance, R, = 0 

acceleration resistance, R, = mass/n.  a 

Eqn. [4-10] 1 

I I 

wheel contact area, A = IC. b 

2 2 wheel conuct Icngth. IC = i d  /4  - (d/2 - z )  

wheel cnntact pressure, pmsi = weighV(2 .  A )  

pmaX < pbOi,. man pressure on soil before digging in, 3-6 kPa tor mnnn 

Eqn. (4-1 11 I 
Drive 

The drive is responsible for moving the rover for the required distance and duration. 
This task includcs large number of cycles in 140C1- 18OC ambient, interaction with fine, 
abrasive, electrostatic dust and survival of cryogenic night temperatures. Eqn. (4-121 
derives required drive velocity, cycles and power using wheel analysis and cfficiencies 
or drive train components. 

structure 

The base plate of the vehicle is a plate of aluminum honeycomb with vertical (1132") 
aluminum rib plates creating the structural skeleton. To provide further stability, 
aluminum gussets are used to brace the rihs. The outer framework of the rover which 
creates the body shape is composed of 3 kapton sheets covered in kevlar. Curving the 
surface, along with attachment to the structure, is done through the use of epoxy. The 
rib structures are perforated to reduce weight without degrading strength 
characteristics. Such a light structure is expected to weigh 1520% of the mass it carries. 

Spacecraft use mechanisms of conduction and radiation to distribute and transport 
internal heat. Dissipation of excess heat i s  through radiation. while generation oC 
needed hcat is through batteries or isotope sources (RHUS). Temperature extremes are 

Thermal Regulation 
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defined by electronics operation [-2OC,8OC], survival [-8OC, 125Cl and batteries [- 

During the lunar day, the rover needs to remain cool. The rover is coated with a 
reflective white epoxy to reduce the heating effects of direct sunlight. The radiators, 
which disperse the waste heat of the electronics enclosure during the day, must be 
blocked during the night to minimize leakage. However, relying on hermetic sealing is 
undesirable as interference due to lunar dust is possible. The radiators are connected to 
the thermal enclosures via high-conductance heat pipes. The outlying electronics, such 
as cameras and the phased array, have heat pipe connections to the main electronics 
compartment, and are maintained at the same temperatures. 

20C,5OC]. 

Heat Transfer 
Eqn. [4-13] quantifies the steady state heat balance (generated = dissipated). 

Q + H = P, + P,:Q: enclosure heat. H: RHU heat 

Pr: Radiotor dissipation. Pi: Insulation loss 

lnsulabn 

Temperatures in a space environment are extreme for conventional electronic 
coinponcnts, which are usually sealed and enveloped by insulators like MLI (Multi- 
Layer Insulation) or aerogels. For example. a 10 layer MLI blanket has an emissivity of 
0.01 and weighs 0.5kg/m2. Eqn. [4-14] (based on Maxwell's black body law) gives heat 

4 4  Pi = (5.67 x IO-'. A i  . Ei,,(Ti -Tie)) - (1358 . a s .  Ei,o,a) 

Ai: insul. area; Ei: crnissivily; irlsolar: emission speclra 
As: enclusure area incident to sun: Tilie: inirexr Ternp.K 

Eqn. [4-14] 
! 

loss. Significant (factor of 2) losses occur due to breaks in insulation enclosures. These 
are created by heat pipes, cabling and rivets; they are sealed using epoxy. 

Radiators and Louvres 

Eqn. [4-15] expresses radiator heat emission in watts. Emissivity in  IR and solar spectra 
I I 

4 1  P, = (5.67 x IO-'. 1. A,. Er,,(T, -T,e)) - ( I 3 5 8  - A, .  ErhOlac. cos(l)) i Eqn. [+I51 
Trlre: radiat./spacc temp, K; I: solar incidence I: louvre position (.1-.9) I I 

can be different, enabling net heat outflow even under direct sunlight. Blackbody 
radiators have emissivity of 0.8 or better, while polished radiators like silver teflon have 
IR emissivity of 0.75-0.85 and solar emissivity of 0.2-0.3. The exact values depend on 
the coating and dust effects. Former lunar missions have experienced overheating due 
to dust effects. Louvres can be passively triggered by a mechanical thermocouple to 
reduce the effective area of the radiator by a factor of 10 at low temperatures. 
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Heat Pipes 

Heat pipes use convective wicking to achieve a constant temperature rise for a given 

i Eqn. 14-16] 
I T, = Ti + P,/dh 

dh: diode temp gradienl.e.g.100 W/K ifTi > Tr, el% 10 WIK i 
heat flow, irrespective of pipe length as described in Eqn (4-161. 

Radioaclive Heating Units (RHU) 

These heat sources, ranging from D-cell size. 2 W units to brick sized 250 W (1.5 kg), 
are used to heat spacecraft exposed to extended cold. Such sources are usually made of 
Pu238 (half life 78 years). Although, medical risks have been shown to be minimal, 
political and public unease follows its use. 

Power 

Power Management 

Power flow is managed by a circuit that regulates the power source and switches power 
to the robot’s active components as needed. These devices include electronics, sensors, 
motor amplifiers and batteries. Typically such a circuit operates at 95-97% efficiency. 

Power is converted from the main bus voltage to component needs using DC-DC 
converters that typically operate at 85% efficiency. Usually bus voltage IS matched to 
high consumption components like motor amplifiers to minimize this loss. 

Power Conversion 

Energy storage 

Energy is stored by primary or secondary cells. Primary cells have high power densities 
(e.g. AgZn 220 Whrlkg), while secondary cells have lower dcnsities which drop with 
number of charge cycles (e.g. AgZn 170 WMkg @ 100 cycles, NiCd 60 WWkg (3 1000 
cycles). For batteries used at different depths of discharge, Eqn. [&IT] estimates the 
fraction of battery life that will be used (needs to be less than 1.0 for proper 
functioning). The L curves for each battery type are different, falling off exponentially 

cycles,, 
Life = FOS - 

CL(xi/capacity) X l  I Eqn. [+I71 

xi: discharged energy: cycles: # ofxi discharges: LO: battery life for givendcpth of discharge 

with depth (5%) of discharge. Batteries charge with efficiency of around SO% and 
impose severe temperature constraints due to their poor survivability, where the best 
tcchnology is limited to [-4OC.5OC] sumivai range. Other technologies, like 
regenerative fuel cells (higher density) and high density capacitors (high power density, 
temperature range), are viable options. 

Photovoltaic cells made of Silicon (Si) or Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) are normally used 
to convert solar power to electric power. Each cell is 4ctnx4cm with a 0.7V output. 
requiring strings of 40 cells (2m long at SO% packing fraction) for a 28V output. 

Solar Paver 
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Table4-18: 

Cell E ff i c I e n c y Cost, $lW Drop off angle 

Si 14 800 45 

GaAs 18 1200 45 

Either Gallium Arsenide or amorphous Silicon cells are possible candidates for the 
solar arrays. The base efficiency of these cells is 18%. but with degradation due to the 
launch vibrations, dust accumulation and excessive temperature, as well as losses 
stemming from radiation degradation, the expected end of mission efficiency for the 
arrays would be 12%. Eqn. [4-I81 gives the power output of a set of flat solar panels. 

Power = Ai . lnsolaiion' q sin(alpha1 
Eqn. 14-181 

i E  lol.rPl"els 
aloha: incidence anele 01 sun. w w e r  = 0. if  alnha > droD off I 

Radiothermal Themelectric Converters 

Standard space techniques for thermoelectric conversion operate at 7% efficiency. 
However, the more advanced AMTEC converters reach 20% (40 Wkg)  system 
efficiency. AMTEC cells are integrated with isotope bricks (250W. 1 Skg  GPHS) to 
generate the desired power. The cells need junction temperatures of 750 K and 550 K 
with > +/- 50 K margin. The excess heat generated by the RTG can warm electronics or 
be dissipated radiatively. AMTEC RTGs have low mass and high reliability. Existing 
prototypes have 55% thermal mass (of AMTEC and GPHS mass) to distribute heat, 
diqsipate heat and isolate from other spacecraft components. Normal structural margins 
for mounting apply. For example, a 450 W output RTG would weigh 60 kg. 

The design incorporates preliminary costing models to enable rational optimization 
among technically viable options. Most costs are from component vendors or NASA 
databases. However, where such data are not available, cost of flight-ready components 
is estimated at lox commercial cost (S-Qual is 4Ox-100~). However, these costs assume 
traditional low-cost small-sat approaches and ignore possible benefits of low cost 
launches and cheap flight testing. NASA margins (Table 4-20) of applied mass. power 
and costs are incorporated in the design. In addition overall management margins for 
power (20%), mass (20%). cost (20%) and cost contingency (15%) are applied. 

Costs, Programmatics and Margins 

Table 4-20: NASA mass and power margins 

Readiness Margin 

Preliminary 30% 

Analoa ComDonent 15% 

Prototype 8% 

Existino ComDonent 5% 
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Chapter 5 

Synergy Design 

Former Design 

lrnprovemenl 

Synergy is a general robot design environment and can be applied to a range of robot 
problems. However. for the purposes of this research, a narrower focus of lunar rovers 
was chosen. Synergy is used to generate and understand designs for the four lunar 
exploration problems considered. During this process Synergy revealed many issues 
and insights not formerly evident to lunar designers. This chapter overviews these 
results. showing different ways of using this design environment. 

Some insights into lunar rover design with Synergy 

The following observations are made possible by Synergy. Although such performance 
is possible by human designers alone, it becomes increasingly improbable as design 
complexity increases and the number of alternatives tracked increases: 
AI1 four designs are generated by a single knowledge base, with changes in paranicter 
values and configuration options effected by single line changes. Approximately 40 
distinct design points are examined in a span of two days as the time to reconfigure and 
analyze system-wide effects and “what if’ trade-off queries is reduced from days to 
minutes. Reliability also increased due to minimization of human error. The results are 
designs that have higher consistency and rationality than before. Comparison with 
previous designs in Table 5-2 shows an improvement of 13-20% using the same 
information and methodology. 

258 kg 163 kg ‘16 kg 

329 kg 205 kg 110 kg 

71 kg. 21% 42 kg, 20% 14 kg. 13% 

Table 5-2: Comparison of former preliminary designs with Synergy generated designs 

I 1 IceDiscovery I Edutainment I Earthrise I 
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A design flaw in sizing the ice discovery rover was automatically trapped by Synergy. 
although missed by both its designers and reviewers alike. This oversight occurred due 
to the assumption of a constant launch mass of the Delta 11, while in reality the 
allowable launch mass varies with the spacecraft center of gravity. 
The optimizer reveals that using a solar array is superior to a RTG (radio-thermal 
generator) for the lunar mining robot, contrary to all previous lunar designs. Although 
nuclear reactors have superior wattdkg performance. their minimum size (- 10+ kW) 
is currently far above small explorers and work machines. Next generation space 
Stirling engines may fill this gap. 

* Analysis of Figure 5-4 shows a moderate but distinct advantage (e.g. overall mass) in 
mining operations near the pole rather than the equator due to single-axis pointing 
needs of both the solar array and the communication antenna. Synergy increases the 
confidence level of such a comparison as the same information and knowledge base is 
used to generate both alternatives. - The simulator and controller generator show that the Mars 98 jander is coincidentally 
suited for a lunar terminal descent as well. This simulation was automatically generated 
from the design representation with no lunar-rover-specific coding needed. 
Synergy is effective in debugging designs. Of every 10 problems uncovered. Synergy 
flagged more than 6, mostly as errors in  unit inconsistency(4/10) and type 
mismatch(2/10). Of these, about half were due to forgetfulness (for example, the Ice 
Discovery design team accidentally used Ibs in place of lb-force causing erroneous data 
in the locomotion analyses) and the other half conceptual in nature. The other errors 
were discovered in the course of the trade studies as constraints were violated or 
through examination of relational dependencies generated. 

Language and Spreadsheet 
This section describes some of the lunar designs created using Syncrgy. Designs and 
knowledge of lunar rovers was comprehensively expressed in Synergy. These designs 
encode all mission requirements and technology components outlined in the previous 
chapter. The components are parameterized and interconnected automatically to 
rcspond to changes and alternatives in requirements and technology. Parameters like 
mass, power, volume and cost are related to requirements or other components, all of 
which eventually relate back to the requirements. The spreadsheet automatically 
generates the interconnections, propagates the parametric relationships and generates 
budgets. These interconnections and dependency relationships were formerly hand- 
derived and simplified. Synergy, however, allows and maintains the intricacy to yield 
more effective designs. Examples of the flow so generated are sketched in Figure 5-1 
and Figure 5-2. Details of the lunar rover design exercise with Synergy follow These 
details use trade studies that were performed with the optimization agent. 

Lunar Ice Discovely 

The design of a lunar ice discovery rover began with the preliminary design from 
previous studies. The existing design fails on scrutiny using the lunar and planetary 
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Figure 52: Row of budgets affected by Synergy in generating lunar rover designs 
knowledge base given to Synergy. Several requirement and design relaxations are 
undertaken using its optimization facilities to generate a satisficing design. This process 
outlined below is summarized in Table 5-2. 
The nominal design generated for a discovery proposal, although adequate at first 
glance, actual numbers from Delta I1 specialists showed that maximum mass to TLI is 
1315 kg. In addition, the communication gain is significantly below the desired gain 
margin. Hence, the design is not viable due to insufficient margins. 
Since the ice discovery goal is one of science, the imaging frequency for visualization 
and navigation can be reduced from 1 Hz to 0.1 Hz. Although 0.1 Hz will cause 
operator fatigue and increased risk, low image rate is common in  planetary exploration. 
This change satisfies the communication gain needs but does not significantly affect 
rover mass. - A large mass fraction is due to battery designed for sorties into permanent polar 
shadows. The designed duration is 30 hours and can be reduced to 20 hrs and still have 
sufficient energy for deep sorties. The resulting spacecraft mass of I143 kg is well 
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Baseline Design 
Imaging Speed 

Cold sonie hrs 

below 1315 kg and has an apparent mass margin of 40% over the lander-rover mass. 
However, synergy flags a “low margin error”. This is due to the available spacecraft 
mass being 1216 kg due to high CG 
A final relaxation is done by optimizing the communication link and adapting the 
transmission power to match the desired budget gain. The resulting spacecraft mass of 
1118 kg has a mass margin of 0.25, above the desired 0.20. 
The design process repeatedly hit the payload diameter constraint due to large wheel 
sizes. These wheels are so sized to have sufficient flotation (< hkpa ground pressure) as 
recommended by lunar surface analyses. Hence, volume is a limiting resource for lunar 
rovers, making launchers like Ariane more attractive. 

1 

314 kg. 1311 kg 

1 Hz 0.1 Hz Corn gain 6.7 dB. 0.8 dB 312 kg, 1302 kg 

30 hrs 20 hrs Battery -18 ka. 30 ka 265 ka. 1143 ka 

Table 5-2: Sequence of optimizations affected by Synergy and relaxation of requirements 

Rover & 1 spacc;aft 1 Delta Change, Tradedauantity 1 Old Value 1 NewValue i Quantity 1 
Affected 

~~~ ~~ 

Comm Xmit power I 15 W. fixed I 12 W. var I Corn power 1-10 W, 40 W I258 kg, i l l 8  kg I 
Eduiainment Traverse 

Lunar edutainment rover design has been the subject of intensive study involving about 
30 designers and a total of 10 man-years of effort. The knowledge acquired during this 
effort was used by Synergy to improve on designs generated by this team by 20%. In 
addition, several trade-off studies and qualitative analyses arc rationalizcd using 
synergy and presented below and summarized in Table 5-4: - This trade compares processors and is fuelled by two observations: most robot 
processing requirements can be fulfilled by vector computing of the kind that DSPs 
deliver. and most of the rover processing is non-critical or immune to upsets (rand bit 
flips). Hence, using high-end radiation tolerant computing is vastly better than radiation 
immune “space qualified“ processors. As the data point in the table suggests, using 
even highly advanced space qualified processors over current processors like the 
PowerPC results in significant increase in rover mass (177 kg). This justifies the excess 
cost accrued to flight ready such processors. 
Use of solar power source vs. RTG (Plutonium power) causes vast hibernation energy 
needs, which have to be met by a Radioactive Heating Units (RHU) or a battery pack. 
Using a solar array/RHU combination results in a dramatic reduction in mass. while 
raising issues of duty cycle and reliability. 

* Safeguarding needs of shadow extraction call for a one-hour battery reserve in the 
Solar/RHU scenario. This results in more than halving the mass advantage over a RTG 
power source. 

* The above trade used Super-NiCd battcries. using other batteries likc NiH2 with higher 
energy density though advantageous in mass results in impractical radiator size and 

~ ... 
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more than doubles the required RHU mass, which flags constraints of geometry and 
legal certification. - Considerations of social revulsion to use of isotopes call for examining the use of 
batteries to provide night survival heat. This attempt to do away with RHUS examines 
the use of LiIon with densities 3x conventional NiCd. However, the resulting rover 
design approaches that of a truck and is impractical for space. 
In summary, battery temperature limits have a significant effect on the rover when using 
solar arrays; state-of-the-art CPUs are needed to enable the high quality imagery; and 
the task is feasible. 

Table 5-4: Design trade-off for the lunar edutainrnent rover 

Major Delta Rover & Traded 
Components 

In situ (ISRU) mining rover 

. 

The design of a lunar strip mining ISRU (In Situ Resource Utilization) rover is different 
from others due to the 100 kg sled that it pulls on relatively smooth terrain. The sled 
places significant power demands on the rover and analysis reveals non-intuitive design 
choices as summarized in Table 5-6. 
RTG power sources are unsuitable for high power ISRU applications due to lower 
wattkg than solar power sources. 
A first examination of a polar operation results in a moderate increase in rover inass due 
to the annular comm link being unsuitable for the large downlink of the ISRU robot. 
However, optimization reveals that the pointed parabolic dish formerly designed for 
equatorial operations is ideal for polar links and results in the best ISRU configuration. 
Even the RHU (isotope) mass is lower by lOOgm due to smaller sun angles, causing 
smaller radiator size, resulting in lower heat leakage at night. The optimized l ink 
resulted in an unusual 5 cm dish with a half-power beam width of 40'. 

Table 5-6: Progression of ISRU rover design using quantitative impact of choices 

I RHU mass SIC Rover Battery Power system 1 mass 1 mass I mass I mass 
Configuration 

Nominal: sofar, O'lal I 850 kg I 181 kg I 09.6 kg I 36.4 kg 1.23 m2 10.77 kg 

RTG I 1140 kg 1 265 ka I 00.0 kQ 1 76.0 ka 10.66 m* 10.00 ka 
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80' latitude 

80° lat, pointed comm 

Table 5-6: Progression of ISRU rover design using quantitative impact of choices 

926 kg 203 kg 11.3 kg 35.0 kg 0.44 mz 0.64 kg 

839 kg 177 kg 10.1 kg 31.6 kg 0.39 mz 0.62 kg 

I Rover Battery Powersystem I Radiator I RH" I 2 s  I mass I mass I mass area Configuration 

Power, 1 W 

Communicalion. 1 kbps 

component max T, - lac  
component min T, + l o  C 

Drive efficiency, 1.011.1 

0.61 kg. 1.66 W 0.56 kg, 1.78 W 0.31 kg. 1.65 W 0.30 kg. 1.51 W 

0.52 kg. 1.05 W 0.03 kg, 0.06 W 0.00 kg. 0.17 W 0.01 kg. 0.04 W 

0.02 kg. 0.01 W 0.00 kg, 0.00 W 0.30 kg, 0.30 W 0.40 kg, 0.06 W 

0.06 kg. 0.00 W 0.07 kg, 0.04 W 0.01 kg. 0.12 W 0.00 kg, 0.00 W 

3.69 kg. 10.5 W 3.38 kg, 11.5 W 8.53 kg. 50.9 W 0.26 kg. 1.76 W 

Table 5-8: Rover sensitivity to perturbation of payload parameters (mass, powei 

Perturbation I IceOiscovery I Edutainment I ISRU I Earthrise 

enclosed) 

Factor 

Mass, 1 kg I 2.89 kg. 0.94 W I 3.02 kg, 1.74 W I 2.80 kg. 1.61 W I 2.61 kg, 0.42 W 

Value Factor Value 

Locom power margin 0.05 DSP overhead 0.63 

I I I 

CG cenler offset I 0.1 L. 0.1 W I CPU overhead I 3.0 

healing pow overhead 1 .O terrain sens coverage 2.0 

Solar power margin 2.0 Insulation overhead 1 .o 
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may be overestimate due to lack of current information. The reliability calculated seems 
low (0.3 - 0.4) and this is primarily due to the large number of parallel connectors for 
sensor data transfer. Currently all sensors are assumed to be non-redundant, 0.99 
reliable and critical to operation. This warns the designer to carefully choose sensors 
and define alternate operation scenarios as one or more sensors are likely to fail during 
operation. Anecdotally, a edutainment rover analog (Nomad) showed such failure rates 
during integration and operation. 

I lrn ' 
mEdutainmnt 

ISRU 

m 

La 

40 

30 

n 

Figure 53: Comparative breakdown of mass budget 

Simulation 
Synergy's automatic simulation capability in conjunction with the controller generation 
capability generated landing simulation of the Mars 98 lander. The significance of this 
simulation is the dynamic validation of the Mars 98 lander for lunar landing, which can 
result in lower cost, risk and lead time to a lunar landing. A simulation such as this goes 
beyond formulae and applies the laws of physics to the given design. generating a 
bottom-up performance prediction. Such a validation is often needed for designs which 
are risky, vital or untried. 
The largest risk in the lunar rover scenario has been the lack of low mass landers that 
could be used with variable payloads and launchers. The considered Mars 98 lander 
uses a dozen 60 Ibf N2H2 thrusters for final descent. For lunar landing, a configuration 
with half the number of thrusters was chosen to lower mass. The simulation begins with 
the lander at 12.5 km altitude and a velocity of 50 m/s ,  the worst case accounting for 
uncertainties in the tracking error from the Deep Space Network and the solid rocket 
motor bum. The simulator shows that a soft landing is accomplished with 60.4 of fuel 
expended, leaving 26.5 kg for hover and 13.4 kg for margin. With 22% of the fuel 
expended, the desired -20% has been met and the design equations have been 
validated. In addition. the combined dynamics of the rocket, gravity, CG/inertia. jet 
positions and the controller are validated as a coherent unit. Figure 5-6 shows state 
historics of the generated simulation. 
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- Figure 5 4  Vial statistics and budgets of lunar rover designs listing many parameten determined by Synergy 
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Figure 5-6: Profile or rnultldimensional Wing simulation generated by Synergy 

Optimization 
Lunar rover design used all three optimization approaches to generate optimal 
configurations and size the designs. 

Choices like RTG vs. Solar and RHU vs. battery have been studied carefully and can 
he condensed to simple rules. These rules triggered the following changes based on 
mission needs. The alternates can be examined to validate these rules. Some of the rule 
switching that Synergy executed while generating the lunar designs are: 

* Compression algorithms switch from static to motion flow as frame rates increase or 
maximum speeds fall. 

Rule Based Optimization 
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Radiator louvres switch from open to close during day-night transition analysis. 

power is insufficient (e.g. when using solar power). 

operations and/or survival. 

- RHU and battery automatically sized as a function of the power source when night 

Night heating and power mechanisms enabled only when the mission calls for night 

Root Finding 
Root finding is used to ensure that design constraints are met while minimizing 
resource use. This feature proved essential to enable rapid analysis of design/ 
technology changes, answering “what-if’ questions and doing perturbation analysis. 
For example, a requirement change like frame-rate of imaging sensor trigger changes 
in computing and communication budgets. This leads to a recalculation of the number 
boards and power needs. Simultaneously the communication hardware and power is 
also resized. These effects propagate to the electronics box (hence thermal) and power 
module. All these changes affect sizing of locomotion module. Rover mass changes 
propagate to lander fuel mass and solid rocket motor sizing. This may trigger rules to 
switch launchers. Synergy decides that RHU not needed as the battery designed for cold 
sortie operation is sufficient to supply night heat for the 3 “day” (24 hrs) night at the 
target mission location and time. 
Sizes the comm link to meet the gain requirements exactly, avoiding any excess 
margins and consequent oversizing of the rover. - Similar sizing behavior is triggered by budget trackers for temperature (which 
determine temperature limits for the electronic box based on its composition and 
subsequently size the thermal control), mass, power, energy, volume and computing. 

Genetic Search 

The cardinality of many choices exceeds that of the design constraints, allowing a space 
for multiple viable solutions. These include choosing a combination of antenna size and 
power to meet a constant gain need, or sizing wheel width and diameter to meet 
flotation requirements. This problem is handled by search techniques like the genetic 
algorithm implemented in Synergy. The problem of sizing the phased array was 
considered illustrative as the gain calculation from number of antenna elements and 
clement power is highly non-linear and has no “best” recipe. In addition, this problem 
contains acontinuous and a discrete value variable, typical of real design problems. The 
genetic search was used to evolve a heuristic which was eventually used to size the 
designs described above. The objective function used is Max(rover-mass * (l+llinvalid 
constraintsll)). The genetic search uses a crude heuristic to initialize the search with a 
population of 20. Table 5-4 summarizes the results of a typical run until convergence 
sets in. These runs repeatedly maximized the power of the array, indicating an 
advantage in maximizing antenna power (25 mW and 154 elements) for this particular 
design. These simple searches can be extended to complex problems are they are 
presented. A drawback is the high computing requirement for handling large problems. 
This drawback is expected to be alleviated as the software is stabilized and optimized. 
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Table 5-4: Genetic search to find the optimal phased array configuration 

Generation Rover Mass 

1 186 kg 

2 177 

3 176 

4 165 

5 166 

Generation of Control Software 
Control software for lunar landing was generated to support the simulation described 
above. An objective function of Max(1anding mass) was used with a velocity constraint 
of < 1 m/s at a landing of 0.25 m - 0.0 m. The controller is represented as an 
interconnected net of input sensor pose estimates and output thruster firing commands. 
A set of weights and biases forms the state vector that is evolved using the genetic 
algorithm. The genetic algorithm manipulates and evolves the stare vector, guided by 
the simulator. For each candidate state vector (chromosome) generated by the search, a 
complete landing simulation is performed and the resulting objective function value 
(fitness) is used to select and mutate the next generation. The search ends when the 
landing is sufficiently soft and the best design remains constant over several 
generations. Figure 5-6 graphs a typical simulated landing by Synergy generated using 
such a controller. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

This thesis advances the state-of-the-art in robot design environments by formulating 
and implementing Synergy. Synergy is demonstrated in lunar rover design, the 
generation of comprehensive configurations, optimized designs. and simulations with 
auto-generated control software. During the course of this research, many insights were 
distinggished, leading to possible research directions. True success of this thesis, 
however, lies in its ongoing development and use in robot design. Though many robot 
design environments will be inevitably developed in the future, it is hoped that Synergy 
will motivate and influences the nature and efficacy of such developments. 

Contribution 
Synergy's contribution is the formulation and demonstration of the viability and power 
of a comprehensive robot design environment. This contribution can be distinguished 
as follows: - The first general grammar and implementation of a language to comprehensively 
encode designs of general robots. A spreadsheet implementation of this language 
allows automatic generation of designs from knowledge and constraints of the 
technology and the requirements. This spreadsheet also implements a framework that 
supports agents for simulation, optimization and software generation. 
First robot design software methodology and demonstration, with automated rational 
configuration, parameter sizing, constraint analysis. simulation. optimization and 
software generation, in a unified environment using a single robot representation. 
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Accomplishments 
In applying Synergy to  design lunar rovers, several results are achieved that were not 
possible with existing design environments. It is shown that the Mars 98 lander is by 
coincidence suitable as a lunar lander by automatically generating the controller and 
simulation of the 6-DOF landing dynamics, sensing. propulsion and fuel depletion. 
Lunar rover design knowledge is encoded in Synergy and used to auto-generate designs 
for four different lunar missions. Synergy ensured the consistency of the generated 
designs by choosing parameters and configurations that satisfied all the defined 
constraints. The turnaround time for creating a new lunar rover (preliminary) design is 
reduced from weeks to days. The turnaround time for modifying or optimizing an 
existing lunar rover design given new information is reduced from weeks to hours. A 
similar reduction in time is visible for simulation or coding control software. 

Possible Applications and Advantages 
In its current incarnation, Synergy can be used to improve robot design in a few ways. 
Designers are relieved from having to mentally juggle all the technology involved in 
creating the robot. Instead they can transfer their expertise to the spreadsheet which 
melds and adapts that knowledge to the specific design. This property extends life of 
knowledge across design cycles, preserving it in a compact form and allowing its 
effective transfer and reuse. Designs represented in Synergy do not require that first 
simulations or optimizers be custom coded. thus, resource usage and expertise needs 
arc reduced. Designs and technology encoded in Synergy can be transferred to other 
designs and continuously upgraded with new information, reducing the effort in 
understanding, reconfiguring existing knowledge for new designs and incorporating the 
effects of new technology. 

Insights and Lessons Learned 
Several aspects of a robot design environment became clear during the research. 
Although these insights were neither investigated deeply nor implemented, i t  is 
important to consider them when contemplating Synergy’s use and future: 
Synergy currently suffers from a lack of geometric understanding of robot design. 
resulting in the designer hand coding this knowledge when needed. This drawback also 
prevents automated analysis of optical issues like visibility, sensor configuration, solar 
power, thermal configuration and communication. 
The above observation can be generalized to say that upgrading knowledge or adding 
simulation agents reduces the burden of knowledge and analysis on the designer, 
making the designs simpler to represent and encode, while increasing the confidence 
and realism of the designs. 
This thesis used components to represent robots for reasons of modularity and 
reonfigurability. The same approach also maximizes the reuse and transfer of 
knowledge. The success of a robot design environment will e\:entually rest on the 
availability of state-of-the-art information on technology and components. Hence. it is 
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worth noting the convergence of internet and data mining technology in this context. 
The “Finite Component” method for design and analysis is useful in the long run. 
The computing efficiency of design software is essential as robot and component 
complexity grow with computing ability. Hence, unless software and algorithms are 
efficient, the design environment will always be slow and unwieldy, irrespective of 
growth in computing power. It is notable that the advances in component and robot 
technology are governed and constrained partly by the computing power available for 
analysis and simulation. For example, even though the capacity of chips is doubling 
every 18 months, the time taken to simulate one remains relatively constant (-1 day). 

Possible Directions 
This research provides the motivation and direction for several advances from which 
Synergy or any other robot design environment will benefit. The identified advances 
are outlined below in an approximate order of decreasing priority. These advances are 
prioritized using a qualitative benefitkost metric: - Synergy’s purpose is to enable better robots. It will hence benefit significantly from 
application to a complete concept-prototype-deployment cycle of a real-world robot 
such as a lunar rover. This recommendation arises from the focus and direction derived 
from its current application to a preliminary design. - Techniques to improve computational efficiency like fuzzy encoding or memory based 
learning will need to be investigated. Many such techniques exist in uni-dimensional 
simulators and would need to be ported to Synergy’s agents. This will allow multi- 
resolution modeling and analysis critical to using a common representation to search 
millions of designs cheaply while analyzing a few in increasing detail. 
A geometric engine is needed to automatically derive component properties like 
volume, mass. CG interference, optical occlusion, relative distances and surface areas. 
This foundation will allow the synthesis of other knowledge like automated thermal 
modeling, wireless link simulation, optical simulations and automated sizing of 
connectors, heat pipes, structural members and other physical links. - An effective user interface is required to make Synergy usable. Such an interface would 
allow graphical assembly of components, as well as analysis of the resulting 
dependency networks and resource flow. Additional visual feedback of simulations in  
their natural form is useful to reduce designer fatigue. “Natural form’’ implies 
representing data in a familiar form - for example, a circuit diagram to display 
electronics, color coding force levels, dials and meters for torques and temperatures. - Improvements in simulation agents are needed to enable detailed design in Synergy. 
These include using SPICE as the electronics agent and expanding the dynamics agent 
to simulate terra-mechanics. 

* The optimization agent can be improved by creating operators that can use knowledge 
encoded in the design to better direct the search. Other operators for specific uses like 
scheduling and geometric configuration will be useful. Beyond traditional 
optimization, techniques of artificial knowledge m;lnipulalion. innovation and 
creativity could be used to effectively generate design alternatives. 
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- The language needs to better represent stochastic variables and relationships to reflect 
the design effectively. Other related modifications, like encoding and propagating the 
granularity and uncertainty of parameters, will allow for the development of robust 
designs, more effective simulations and efficient optimizations. 
The simulation needs to be expanded to interface with software engineering tools and 
real-time communication architectures so that engineers can use Synergy as a virtual 
robot prototype to develop, test and integrate robot software. Other useful analysis 
includes real-time software modeling through Markov models and automated 
calculation of computing needs and frequencies. 
Many spreadsheet features need to be refined, including better automated elimination 
of circular dependencies so that the resulting design iterations are guaranteed to be 
stable. Further graphical feedback of such dependencies and modes of elimination is 
needed for the designer to understand the design and propagation of changes. - Industry standards (e.g. IEEE standards) for representing component knowledge need 
to be created and encouraged (as either data or pre-compiled objects to protect 
proprietary information) for dramatic improvements in robot design effectiveness. 
Further, mechanisms to access this information including universal IDS and web (e.g. 
XML) language standards need to be established in parallel. This recommendation 
stems from observing that components constitute the bulk of design space and that 
existing component information is sparse and insufficient for design of mechatronic 
artifacts. 

Epilogue 
This thesis represents the first robot design environment that creates a comprehensive 
design language and establishes the viability of automating design sizing. analysis, 
simulation, optimization and control software generation. Several areas of research 
invite further investigation on looking beyond the rudiments and focusing on metrics of 
fidelity, efficiency, comprehension and ease of use. 
The vision of Synergy is a design environment that self generates and verifies robot 
designs and software from simplistic configurations and specification of the 
requirements. Such an environment would have the capability to create a robot in a 
month with the help of application experts, technical artisans and one (or no) roboticist, 
clearing the path for an explosion in robotic applications. 
In the context of this dream, Synergy is primitive and may be compared to the first 
drafting (CAD) software. A major part of Synergy’s ongoing scope is implementation 
and.will be commercially driven, but the research community must drive the initial 
demand, motivation and direction. 
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Glossary 

The following vocabulary is used in this thesis. They appear in the text or are of general 
significance. Words found below in lhisfont(g/may&pe)have their own entry. 

Accuracy The quantitative difference between a generated s i r ~ ~ d d ~ m  versus a 
referential reality, model or simulnrion. 

A “memory-less” software object with knowledge pertine.nt to a specific 
design aspect like a dimension of robor similntion, opirnizutiori or control 
software generation. 

Artifact Any artificially created physical or software device. 

Component A functional and structural unit of the robot usually representing a physical 
part or a software module. 

Comprehensive Referring to the set of robot dimensions that define the robof’s form, so that 

Agent 

Configuration 

Consistent 

Constraint 

Control 

its functionality can be derived solely from these dimensions, the 
environment and a knowledge of physics. 

Assembly of technology and componenfs defining gross geometry, 
interrelations and functionality of the mbot. 

Refers to robot designs where the compunenr elenienrs are sized to match 
each other, so that all the constraints and relrrlioriships are satisfied, with 
minimal to no excess usage of resources like mass and power. 

A restriction imposed on the robot, sub-system or a coiiiporierit to ensure that 
it performs as designed or engineered. 

In the context of robot software, refers to the mapping of sensory and goal 
input to actuator commands to achieve a particular behavior like path 
tracking. 
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Design (1) 

Design (2) 

Dimension 

Dynamic 

Element 

Engineering 

Environment 

Fidelity 

Form 

Function 

Mechatronics 

Mission 

Model 

Module 

Objective 

Optimization 

Parameter 

Performance 

A quantitative andexplicit description of robot configuration with sufficient 
detail to enable quantitative function/performance analysis and prototyping. 

The art of engineering a (roboric) arrifnct from concept to prototype. from 
defined objectives. 

A facet of the complete robot model that usually segregates i t  from the rest 
of the model due to a particular distinction in governing laws. Examples 
include mechanical dynamic behavior, electronic behavior and thermal 
flow. 

Referring to the transient nature of a robof/simularion or one of its 
dimensions, where the behavior is a function of time, the robot’s stute and 
its changing environment. 

Component property that defines its parameters, state, constraints and 
relationships. 

The practical application of science to create artifacts using existing 
artifacts. Often refers to the constraints and requirements imposed by 
individual components and their effect on the entire design. 

The external conditions and constraints that affectf~liicfiofinlity of the robof 
or its dimensions. 

The accuracy of a modellsimulation with respect to the absolute reference 
of physical reality. 

The morphological and anatomical make-up of an arffclcf (robor). 

The space of the behaviors that an artifact/robor is designed to exhibit. 

The science of understanding and creating artifacts by fusing electro- 
mechanisms, computing and software. 

Aggregation of desired robor rmks that constitute successful robor 
operation. 

A mathematical representation of physicalkognitive behavior of a 
mechntronic componenflsystem. 

A collection of component(s) with a common functional purpose. 

A quantified and desired work/data that the robor is expected to generate. 

The task of searching through the design space of a robor to find the best 
robof design in reference to given objectives. Design space includes the 
components and their parameters. 

A symboliclquantitative variable that defineslsizes a particular aspect of the 
mbor design and ultimately influences itsform andfrrncrion. 

Quantified metrics of robotfiincrion in context of desired ol,jrcfii,e/r,~issiorl. 
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Glossary 

Relationship 

Robot 

Simulation 

State 

Static 

(Sub)-System 

Task 

An clement of a componenr/sysfcm that defines a facet of its interaction with 
respect to another component. 

A mechatrunic arfifact that perceives and understands the world in the 
context of its tusks/objecfives and generates physical work to accomplish 
them. 

A quantitative evaluatiodprediction of a mechatronic artifncr's bchavior 
using numerical methods. 

The set of parameters (like pose, currents, temperatures) that define the 
condition of a robot or its dimensions, such that future behavior can be 
predicted using this state and the environmenr. 

Refers to robot analysis or model that is invariant with time, usually 
intended to capture functionality succinctly for ease of understanding. 
computing or communication to others. 

A set of inter-related components that constitutes afuiicrional mechatronic 
entity. 

Rubor behavior defined as an objective. 
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